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Abstract 

This thesis presents a novel electrocardiogram (ECG) processing algorithm design 

based on a Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator (MMAE) for a physiological monitoring 

system.  Twenty ECG signals from the MIT ECG database were used to develop system 

models for the MMAE.  The P-wave, QRS complex, and T-wave segments from the 

characteristic ECG waveform were used to develop hypothesis filter banks.  The MMAE 

robustly locates these key temporal landmarks in the ECG signal, extracting crucial 

patient treatment information from the often distorted or unstable ECG waveform.  By 

adding a threshold filter-switching algorithm to the conventional MMAE implementation, 

the device mimics the way a human analyzer searches the complex ECG signal for a 

useable temporal landmark and then branches out to find the other key wave components 

and their timing.  

The twenty signals and an additional signal from an animal exsanguination 

experiment were then used to test the algorithm.  Using a conditional hypothesis-testing 

algorithm, the MMAE correctly identified the ECG signal segments corresponding to the 

hypothesis models with a 96.8% accuracy-rate for the 11539 possible segments tested.  

The robust MMAE algorithm also detected any misalignments in the filter hypotheses 

and automatically restarted filters within the MMAE to synchronize the hypotheses with 

the incoming signal.  Finally, the MMAE selects the optimal filter bank based on 

incoming ECG measurements.  The algorithm also provides critical heart-related 

information such as heart rate, QT, and PR intervals from the ECG signal.  This analyzer 
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could be easily added as a software update to the standard physiological monitors 

universally used in emergency vehicles and treatment facilities and potentially saving 

thousands of lives and reducing the pain and suffering of the injured. 
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A NOVEL ELECTROCARDIOGRAM SEGMENTATION 

ALGORITHM USING A MULTIPLE MODEL ADAPTIVE 

ESTIMATOR 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Medical patient monitoring advances allow doctors to gain insight into complex 

body functions.  With a few tests, types of blood gases and their levels, heart function 

parameters, lung function parameters, and brain parameters are easily obtained.  During 

surgery, continuous monitoring of vital signs ensures that the patient is provided the best 

care possible, even in the most extreme conditions.   

Conditions that tax the body exist outside the doctor’s office.  A firefighter inside 

a burning building undergoes extreme stress, as he must worry about not only putting out 

a fire or getting occupants to safety, but about ensuring that he is capable of performing 

his job as he was trained so as not to injure himself or his co-workers.  Few know what 

reactions occur in the body when a firefighter experiences the adrenaline rush of standing 

in a burning building trying to put out a fire.  Safety and job performance could be 

increased if a process to monitor and analyze a fire fighter’s vital signs were available.   

Vital sign monitoring could also increase efficiency and safety for many different 

professions and athletes.  Athletes often monitor their training intensity based on their 

heart rate.  For example, runners may cover a distance based on a coach’s desired heart 
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rate range regardless of the pace required to maintain the heart rate.  A coach would be 

interested in the runner’s pace, how hills affected the runner, or if the extra “motivation” 

given during the run helped.  Little has been done with correlating an athlete’s position or 

speed to the physiological responses experienced by the athlete.  New and more effective 

training routines could be constructed if the coach had the means to monitor the athletes’ 

vital signs along with their position and velocity.   

A squad in a combat operation can be selected for the most dangerous and critical 

missions.  Information about the squad’s position and physiological condition could give 

a commander and the medical staff the necessary situational awareness on the battlefield 

that is needed to win an engagement.  The information delivered by these physiological 

monitors and seen by a commander will give immediate insight into whether a team 

member is down, how badly he is hurt, and if the situation warrants an immediate attempt 

at rescue.  

There are portable systems designed for patient monitoring away from a doctor’s 

office.  There also exist the means to determine accurately a person’s position on Earth.  

Small, lightweight Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers are can determine a 

person’s position within approximately 10 meters rms.  There are also many techniques 

to transmit data to a remote location, including wireless networks, cellular technology, 

satellite communications, or radio frequency (RF) transmission links.  Thus, the 

components exist to provide a real-time remote physiological and position monitoring 

system.  A paper describing the proposed system was presented at the Institute of 

Navigation (ION) GPS-2001 Conference in Salt Lake City, UT, and is placed in 

Appendix B.       
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1.2 Research Objectives 

The purpose of this research is to lay the foundation for an outdoor physiological 

and position monitoring system.  The system will combine physiological sensors and a 

GPS receiver into a comfortable garment that can transmit the position and physiological 

information (vital signs) to a remote monitoring or base station using an RF transceiver.  

The overall research endeavor also includes the design of base-station software capable 

of processing the transmitted data, providing real-time information concerning the team 

member’s physiological status and position in a format that is easy to interpret.  The 

software will provide warning indications to the monitor when a physiological parameter 

indicates danger or is outside of a desired range.   

This research focuses on developing the software algorithms to extract 

information from an electrocardiogram (ECG), which may relate an event or a 

relationship between events in the ECG to the possibility of a dangerous physical 

condition.  The heart’s electrical activity not only contains information about how 

quickly the cardiac muscle is contracting and relaxing, but also contains information 

regarding the balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.  

The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) generally increases heart rate, and the 

parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) decreases heart rate.  Other relationships between 

the events in the ECG may be found during strenuous situations, including fires, law 

enforcement situations, combat, or injury.    
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1.3 Summary of Current Knowledge 

A summary of the current knowledge in this research area focuses on answering 

the following question:  Does the technology exist to develop a system capable of real-

time physiological and location monitoring?  The summary will first analyze current 

physiological monitoring techniques and options, then discuss real-time transmission 

techniques, review physical location determination in the context of team monitoring 

applications, and finally overview the physiological parameter software algorithm.   

Extensive research at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) into motion 

sickness using electroencephalography (EEG) sets a precedent for physiological research 

at this institution [3, 50, 56, 63].  AFIT has worked with the Air Force Research Lab 

Human Effectiveness Directorate’s (AFRL/HE) motion sickness research.  AFRL/HE 

continues to study the effects of various levels of acceleration (g’s) in a centrifuge while 

using various techniques trying to overcome physical difficulties when flying.   

Several advances in medical technology allow doctors to monitor their patients’ 

the physiological functions quickly and comfortably.  Harrington [22] remarks that non-

invasive monitoring has few complications compared to invasive monitoring techniques.  

Several alternatives to traditional blood pressure monitoring, blood oxygen level 

monitoring, and heart rate monitoring have been developed that are more comfortable 

than the invasive techniques.  

Several efforts have been made to observe the body’s physiological condition 

while a person is performing a task.  For example, Nakra [46] observed the changes in 

heart rate, galvanic skin response, and muscle activity while a symphony conductor 

directs the musicians.  She found a high correlation between the music intensity and the 
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conductor’s physiological responses.  Similarly, Dr. Steve Olvey, CART Racing Medical 

Director, researched a racecar driver’s physiological state during the May 2001 Indy 500 

[45].  Using a sensor system called LifeShirt®, Dr. Olvey concluded that drivers are 

under extreme stress during the entire race and that race crews may be able to alert a 

driver to a diminished physiological or mental state, thus increasing driver safety.    

Many options exist to transmit data in real-time.  These options range from using 

satellite communication technology, to the Internet, to RF transmission.  The Journal of 

the American Medical Association reported that vital signs of an experiment subject were 

transmitted using an airplane cellular telephone system [55].  The data was then uploaded 

to the Internet for worldwide distribution to monitoring officials with the proper 

authorization credentials.  Expedition members climbing Mount Everest used an RF 

transmission link, as well.  Repeaters were used to “bounce” the signal from mountain to 

mountain since the RF transmission technology used was line-of-sight only.  The data 

was received at the base station and then uploaded to the Internet [53].  Such a complex 

and potentially expensive system need not be used to achieve accurate transmission.  A 

runner’s training evaluation system used a 900MHz spread-spectrum transceiver to send 

data in real-time [42].  If an RF system is used, care must be taken when choosing the 

frequency band.  One must consider the system implementation environment and choose 

a frequency that works well in that situation.  The Georgia-Tech Wearable Motherboard 

has been tested in indoor applications using an RF link.  A different frequency design 

allows this system to achieve a 100-foot range, whereas other systems would not work as 

well in an indoor environment [14].   
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Physical location can be determined very precisely using GPS.  GPS, however, 

does not work in indoor applications because the signal power used is very low.  GPS is a 

radio navigation system currently utilizing 28 satellites.  The system operates at carrier 

frequencies of 1575.42 MHz (L1) and 1227.60 MHz (L2).  Using spread-spectrum 

technology, a Course/Acquisition (C/A) signal at a chipping rate of 1.023 MHz and a 

Precision (Encrypted) [P(Y)] code at a chipping rate of 10.23MHz are modulated on the 

L1 signal.  The L2 frequency only carries the P(Y) code [44].  A system accuracy of 10 

meters rms is a reasonable expectation of an outdoor user.   

Several systems have utilized GPS and have had promising results.  For example, 

Miller [42] was able to correlate position and velocity data during cross-country training 

with heart rate data.  The GPS data was processed on the coach’s laptop computer.  Using 

this new training aid, the coach tailored the training program to the specific runner.  The 

Mount Everest Expedition members also had GPS receivers.  This data allowed the base 

station monitors to locate each member accurately.  Mountain climbers are concerned 

about getting lost in a storm or not being able to receive help if injured because the rescue 

personnel do not know the person’s precise location [53].    

  Another important area that has not been discussed thus far is the software used 

to process and display the data.  Several software packages have been used in previous 

work, including Microsoft Access [53] and LabView [42].  The software used in a system 

display seems to be more dependent on designer preference or experience than on the 

advantages or disadvantages of one package versus another package.  

 In contrast, the special warning software requires a more precise approach.  This 

research focuses on the ECG waveform and extracts information in the ECG signal to 
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find a correlation with a physically dangerous situation.  The ECG signal varies greatly 

from person to person and varies as heart rate increases and decreases.  The signal’s 

amplitude, the fundamental frequencies in the waveform, and the timing of the waveform 

all can change with time.  While the signal is “pseudo-periodic” [54] it can be treated as a 

random signal.  Thus, with the uncertainties in the specific waveform parameters, the 

multiple filter estimation bank lends itself very well to solving this problem.  A multiple 

model adaptive estimator (MMAE) based on the Kalman filter allows for various 

hypothesized system models and uses a conditional probability calculation to determine 

which hypothesized model best represents the true system model given the measurement 

history of the true system model.  The MMAE then functions as a parameter estimation 

algorithm to estimate the various parameters in the true system.  The MMAE has been 

used significantly in the guidance, navigation, and control areas to identify and 

redistribute controls in an aircraft with failed sensors or failed control surfaces with great 

success [2, 21, 37, 38].  Thus, the technology to develop a real-time position and 

physiological monitoring system exists and has been demonstrated in various forms.   

1.4 Scope 

The goal in the overall research is to develop a real-time positioning and 

physiological monitoring system.  However, this research will focus solely on an ECG 

processing algorithm.  In addition, the associated results will be analyzed and compared 

to industry-accepted solutions.  Advanced software algorithms will be developed to warn 

the monitor of dangerous or abnormal physiological parameter.  The advanced software 

will be an MMAE that will extract critical information from the ECG signal, including 
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determining the exact time of the R-wave peak (to be discussed in Section 3.7) and the 

heart rate.  This software will provide the means to correlate events or the relationships 

among events in the ECG signal with person’s activities in a strenuous environment.      

1.5 Approach/Methodology 

The multiple model adaptive estimator (MMAE) only performs as well as the 

models upon which it is based.  When a model does not fully characterize the true 

system, the performance of the MMAE is suboptimal.  Models of the true system will be 

built on the segments of the ECG signal.  Thus, a firm understanding regarding the 

parameters in the ECG signal must first occur.  Insight into how the ECG signal 

propagates, its dynamics in time, the frequencies contained in various signal segments, 

and the signal strength may all help develop a proper system model describing the 

various signal segments. 

1.5.1. Analysis of ECG parameters 

The ECG signal will first be divided into its various segments relating to the 

electrical signal conduction through the heart.  The signal segments’ first and second 

derivatives can then be found.  An estimate of the signal segment’s autocorrelation 

function and the derivatives thereof gives insight into how the signal changes in time and 

the amplitudes of the signal segments.  Similarly, the Fourier transform of the 

autocorrelation estimate shows the frequencies and an estimate of the power contained in 

the signal segments.  Initially, the assumption will be made that the ECG signal is similar 

to a normal signal: it contains no abnormalities indicative of a health problem.  This 
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assumption gives the model the necessary knowledge to determine the sequence that the 

segments follow and may give the model another parameter that can make it more 

accurately represent the true system.        

1.5.2. Development of ECG System Models for the MMAE 

Once knowledge and understanding pertaining to the ECG signal’s properties are 

grasped, the system models for the MMAE can be developed.  The system model in state-

space form relies on the time-domain mathematical relationships of the system states.  

The system states used in the model depend on the measurements available and the 

desired information.  The only measurement available is the ECG signal itself, and the 

state of interest is the ECG signal segment.  Thus, the system model needs at least one 

state but will most likely require more to model the true system accurately.  Note that the 

goal is not to estimate the signal; the measured signal contains the information of interest.  

Because the goal is to estimate the ECG signal events and the relationships between the 

events automatically, the event models should be distinct from one another to aid the 

MMAE algorithm (to be discussed in Section 3.3.3).  This distinction can come from the 

expected signal strengths, the expected operational frequencies, or other parameters in the 

models.   

1.5.3. ECG Processing Software Testing and Validation 

Testing and validation of the ECG processing software will use digitized ECG 

signals from the MIT ECG database [13].  This database was created to provide a 

worldwide-accessible set of ECG signals for ECG algorithm testing and validation.  The 
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database contains signals from healthy humans, as well as signals that contain various 

irregularities called arrhythmias.  Some signals contain annotations from a doctor who 

reads the ECG.  This provides a means to test and validate the ECG processing software 

against a trained medical doctor.  The algorithm will be tested against a variety of signals 

to ascertain whether or not it is robust in its processing capabilities and to what extent it 

can handle difficult signals.  The algorithm will also be tested to determine if the heart 

rate calculation and determination of the exact P-wave, R-wave, and T-wave peaks are 

accurate (as shown in Section 4.2).  Data from research involving monitoring an animal’s 

changing physiological parameters during exsanguination will also be tested in the 

algorithm.  Significant challenges exist in this data set, including a changing heart rate, 

varying waveforms, and decreased signal power as the animal is exsanguinated.    

1.6 Thesis Overview 

Chapter 2 presents theory behind physiological monitoring in general, various 

sensor technologies, previous physiological monitoring research and applications, GPS 

theory, Kalman filtering, and MMAE theory.  Chapter 3 describes the development of the 

MMAE used in this research, various techniques for analyzing ECG signals including 

time and frequency domain techniques and the digital signal processing algorithms used, 

and the hypothesized ECG system model development.  Chapter 4 presents the ECG 

processing algorithm results when signals from the MIT ECG database and the animal 

exsanguination are processed.  Chapter 5 summarizes the research effort and offers 

suggestions for further research.  
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1.7 Summary 

This chapter provided an overview of the plan of attack for designing, building, 

testing, and evaluating the software for a real-time remote positioning and physiological 

monitoring system.  An overview of previous research was presented, including the 

theory pertaining to physiological sensors, GPS, Kalman filtering, and previous 

applications.  Chapter 2 will further develop the theory behind the technologies 

associated with the monitoring system.   
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2. Current Knowledge 

2.1 Introduction 

Research into remote patient monitoring has recently been undertaken in the 

medical community.  While doctors have monitored their patients closely since 

medicine’s beginning, not until recent advances in communications, computers, and 

physiological sensors have doctors had the ability to monitor patient status from another 

room.  With the advent of such technologies as the Internet, cellular communications, and 

broadband wireless technology, it is now possible to transmit vast amounts of data at 

incredible speeds.  Other technical advances in computer technology, speed and size, and 

advances in noninvasive physiological sensors allow accurate patient monitoring in a 

variety of physical activities.  While the medical community is eager to make advances in 

patient monitoring, reduce cost, and improve patient safety and quality of care, very little 

has been done in the way of remote monitoring.   

Remote monitoring has applications for the public in addition to health care 

patients.  For example, do coaches really know exactly how the body responds to 

exercise?  Does the fire chief know exactly when, where, and why a fire fighters died or 

if the death could have been prevented?  Does the racecar driver understand the extreme 

stress on the body during a race?  Or more importantly, what happened right before the 

crash?  Most people can only speculate at the answers to these questions.   

A new and exciting research area follows: can a non-invasive physiological 

monitoring unit be combined with Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation 

information to provide more information to doctors, coaches, or other personnel 
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monitors?  Non-invasive physiological monitoring, GPS, and communication technology, 

if linked, would provide physiological information that could have tremendous impact on 

personnel safety, training, and work in stressful environments.  While there is little 

research directly correlating physiological data with personnel navigation information, 

general research in the areas of non-invasive physiological monitoring or remote 

monitoring will yield a strong foundation to answer the question of interest.  A summary 

of current knowledge focuses on four distinct areas: non-invasive monitoring (including 

the physiological parameters in this research, the electrocardiogram), parameter 

estimation and system identification algorithms (the major focus in this research), GPS 

technology, and communication technology. 

2.2 Physiological Health Research 

 Physiological health research requires the ability to monitor a subject’s 

physiological parameters accurately in several different environments besides the 

doctor’s office or hospital.  The following sensors are typically required for accurate 

physiological health estimation:  electrocardiogram (ECG), respiration rate, pulse oxygen 

saturation, and skin temperature.  Additionally, depending on the environment and 

activity, other sensors such as electroencephalography (EEG) and environmental CO2 

sensors may be required to give a high quality physiological indication of a person’s 

performance and health.   
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2.2.1.  Physiological Sensor Information 

Advances in non-invasive physiological monitoring technology have allowed the 

replacement of invasive monitoring equipment and yielded several key benefits.  In one 

of the few articles detailing the various alternatives to invasive monitoring, Harrington 

[22] points out that non-invasive monitoring has none of the complications associated 

with invasive monitoring.  He goes on to explain that several complications can result 

from invasive arterial blood pressure monitoring.  The most serious complication is nerve 

damage and infection to the areas surrounding the monitoring site.  Finally, the risk of 

complication increases significantly when the duration monitoring exceeds 96 hours.  

Several viable non-invasive techniques are now available.  One non-invasive application 

is the Dinamap, or “Device for Noninvasive Mean Arterial Pressure.”  This is the 

standard blood pressure cuff used in most doctors’ offices today.  However, inaccuracies 

may occur due to improper cuff placement and excessive cuff movement.  

Photoplethysmography, a technique in which specific wavelengths of light are beamed 

into the body and blood pressure determined by the amount of light returned to a sensor, 

works well in physiologically stressful situations.  Several studies indicate that the 

pressure cuff around a finger is as accurate as the Dinamap.  Thus, several authors have 

concluded that non-invasive blood pressure monitoring can replace invasive techniques in 

most situations. 

2.2.1.1 Respiration Monitoring   
 

Harrington [22] also compares the techniques for respiratory monitoring.  The 

standard invasive technique for respiratory monitoring is blood gas determination.  The 
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main drawback with this technique stems from using an arterial catheter.  Several non-

invasive techniques are available, including pulse oximetry, transcutaneous oxygen, and 

strain gauges.  Pulse oximetry uses two wavelengths of light: 940nm (infra-red light) and 

660nm (red light).  As shown in Figure 2-1, oxygen rich hemoglobin responds to a 940 

nm wavelength of light and oxygen-depleted hemoglobin responds to a 660 nm 

wavelength of light [66].  An algorithm determines the oxyhemoglobin and 

deoxyhemoglobin ratio based on their relative absorbance at the two wavelengths.   

 

 

Figure 2-1.  Absorption Coefficients for Hemoglobin and Oxyhemoglobin Relative 
to Light Wavelength (nm).  

 

Additionally, the amount of light absorbed is proportional to the blood volume 

under the sensor area, as shown in Figure 2-2.  For each heartbeat, the volume of pumped 
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blood increases when the heart contracts and then decreases when the heart relaxes.  The 

pulse oximeter is typically place on a toe, finger, or earlobe as shown in Figure 2-3.  

   

 

Figure 2-2.  Absorption as Light Passes Through the Body [24]. 

  

 

Figure 2-3.  Typical Pulse Oximeter Placement [19].   

 

The pulse oximeter bases its measurement on the amount of light absorbed as it 

passes through the body.  Because the blood volume and the amount of oxygen in the 

blood change in time, the heart rate and the oxygen level can be derived based on the 

light intensity measurements.   
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Thus, pulse oximetry gives indications of blood oxygen content and heart rate.  

The heart rate from the pulse oxygen sensor can serve as a crosscheck for the ECG heart 

rate.  While the respiration sensor will give indications as to how fast and how deeply a 

person is breathing, the oxygen content of the blood will relate the respiration rate to how 

well the lungs are functioning.  However, pulse oximetry cannot distinguish between the 

types of gases in the blood.  The saturation level includes oxyhemoglobin, 

carboxyhemoglobin, and methemoglobin.  While this drawback may not impact the of the 

sensor’s accuracy in most applications, certain environments such as a fire may give 

overly optimistic blood oxygen level readings [22].  

While pulse oximetry works well in benign environments such as hospitals, 

evaluation of the sensor’s accuracy while a subject is moving is critical for dangerous and 

dynamic operation in the real world.  An extensive study with the pulse oximetry sensor 

attached to three different locations on an athlete’s body (left ear lobe, right ear lob, index 

finger) was conducted to compare the pulse oximetry sensor outputs against blood gas 

levels [33].  The athletes exercised at five different intensity levels based on the 

maximum volume of oxygen (max VO2) consumed by the body (max VO2) (≤20% max 

VO2, 21-40% max VO2, 41-60% max VO2, 61-80% max VO2, and ≥81% max VO2).  The 

authors showed that the pulse oximetry sensor estimated oxyhemoglobin to within –

0.01% ±1.4% (mean ± 1σ) and concluded that it gave an accurate oxyhemoglobin 

measurement during exercise.  Powers et al. [49] also investigated the accuracy of pulse 

oximetry on healthy subjects during exercise, and again concluded that pulse oximetry 

accurately measures oxyhemoglobin levels.  However, tests conducted on a group of 

smokers showed that the pulse oximetry sensor gave optimistically high results compared 
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to the blood gas levels because of the high carboxyhemoglobin levels.  Thus, extending 

this research to include people working in environments where CO levels may be high 

requires other sensors such as those that measure environment CO2 or CO.  Other 

drawbacks to the pulse oximeter are motion artifacts in the output waveform that can 

cause erroneous results in the heart rate due to the sensor changing measurement position 

or forces from movement or gravity.    

A transcutaneous oxygen monitor is not used as often as pulse oximetry because 

the increased skin thickness in adults causes less reliable readings.  However, these 

sensors are used in the intensive care unit and during surgery with great success.  The 

main drawback is that the electrodes must be moved every four to six hours to prevent 

burns [22].    

Respiration monitoring also occurs by measuring the increase and decrease in 

midsection size with a strain gauge.  The respiration sensor provides respiration rate and 

an insight into breathing quality.  Two sensor locations are generally acceptable -- on the 

chest and on the abdomen.  One may wish to use both locations to understand an 

individual’s breathing pattern better.  Generally, one will see an increase in chest 

breathing when a person is excited, experiencing the effects of an aroused sympathetic 

nervous system.  Oppositely, one will see abdominal breathing dominate chest breathing 

when a person relaxes [58].   

2.2.1.2 Electrocardiogram 
 

An electrocardiogram (ECG) measures the heart’s electrical activity.  The ECG 

signal shows the voltage in the heart muscle as it contracts and relaxes, as measured from 
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a spot on the body (different positions for the ECG leads will show different voltage 

levels).  Figure 2-4 shows an ECG signal and the signal components.  In a normal, 

healthy human, the signal starts at the sinoatrial (SA) node at the top of the heart, 

triggering the atria, which contract and relax (P-wave).  The signal slows significantly at 

the atrioventricular (AV) node, allowing the ventricles to fill.  The signal travels down 

the right and left bundle branch triggering the ventricle which then contracts (QRS) and 

relaxes (T), (U).  The heart is then relaxed until the next “heart beat” starting with the P- 

wave.  Figure 2-4 shows the characteristic waveform with the corresponding heart 

activity.  The shaded areas in the diagram represent the electrical signal traveling through 

the heart.   
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Figure 2-4.  ECG Characteristic Waveform Corresponding to Heart Activity [29], 
[10]. 
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A summary describing the characteristic ECG waveform and the corresponding heart 

activity [10]:  

P-wave 

SA node depolarization and atrial contraction 

QRS Complex 

Ventricular depolarization and contraction 

T-wave 

Ventricular repolarization 

U-wave 

Represents the final stage of ventricular repolarization 

 The ECG waveform should follow the standard “P, Q, R, S, T, U” distinct 

electrical events in the heart [58].  The signal obtained during an ECG recording depends 

on several facts: 

1. The location of the leads  

2. How well the leads are placed on the skin  

3. The quality of the signal amplifiers  

4. The amount of measurement noise.   

The three limb leads denoted Lead I, Lead II, and Lead III are shown in Figure 2-5 and 

are called the Einthoven’s Triangle.  Additionally, six leads, denoted V1-V6, may be 

placed around the heart, each measuring a different heart axis.  These leads provide a 

more precise electrical measurement and help localize medical conditions.  Note that not 

all leads measure the events creating the characteristic ECG waveform, thus making lead 

selection critical when events of interest want to be analyzed.       
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Figure 2-5.  Einthoven’s Triangle of ECG Electrode Placement [27] 

 

An ECG system may use as many as 15 leads.  However, three leads are the 

minimal number needed because one lead serves as a reference and the two other leads 

are differenced.  The three electrodes are located on the left arm, right arm, and right leg, 

with lead I being the difference between the left arm and right arm, lead II the difference 

between the right arm and the left leg, and lead III the difference between the left arm and 

the left leg.  Note that the leads can be placed on the chest and the midsection rather than 

the extremities.  The voltage measurement amplitudes increase as the electrodes are 

placed closer to the heart.         

The time between “R” events follows a periodic oscillation known as the sinus 

arrhythmia.  The resting RR interval is not constant; generally, it has a Gaussian 

distribution about some mean rate.  This “heart rate variability” occurs when the heart 

rate changes as a person inhales and exhales.  Doctors speculate that when a person goes 

into shock, the Gaussian distribution of the heart rate becomes essentially a delta 
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function, meaning the heart rate’s standard deviation becomes very small [26].  Such an 

insight into the problems occurring in the body may not come from any other sensors, 

especially when time is critical, such as in a hospital emergency room.  A Fast Fourier 

Transform can show the heart rate oscillation and can indicate a dangerous physiological 

parameters if the normal sinus arrhythmia is not present [58].   

Other heart rate variability models try to couple the autonomic nervous system 

with events in the heart.  The autonomic nervous system (ANS) regulates key functions 

in the body including the heart, smooth muscles, and glands.  The ANS is made up of the 

parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and the sympathetic nervous systems (SNS).  The 

PNS slows heart rate and increases intestinal and gland activity, while the SNS increases 

heart rate, constricts blood vessels, and increases blood pressure.  It has been noted that 

the balance, or lack thereof, between the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems is 

related to heart rate variability [6].   

The relationships between segments of the ECG signal provide significant 

information as to what events and activities occur in the body.  For example, the PR 

interval decreases as the RR interval decreases (due to an increase in heart rate); 

however, in a person with a problem with the autonomic nervous system, the PR interval 

may not properly decrease as the RR interval decreases [12].  Additionally, the 

relationship between the QT interval and the RR interval has been shown to not change 

linearly as the RR interval decreases.  The measurement of the QT and RR intervals 

during exercise may help identify people with Coronary Artery Disease [5].  

Modeling each ECG segment can be accomplished using several different 

mathematical tools.  Dynamic time warping [64], artificial neural networks [60], hidden 
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Markov models [57, 30], and the wavelet transform [51] all have been used in automated 

ECG processing in the past.  Dynamic time warping is a dynamic programming algorithm 

that has been applied to speech recognition.  It requires two signal parameters:  the 

features and the distance between the features.  A dynamic programming algorithm finds 

the lowest distance measure between the input feature and a template feature.   

Hidden Markov models are also used for recognition algorithms, including speech 

and handwriting recognition.  Hidden Markov models consist of three things: states, 

probabilities of transitions between states, and probabilities of a particular observation 

while in a particular state.  The Markov nature of the model lies in the fact that the 

probability of the observation or transition depends only on the particular state and not on 

the state history.  If the probabilities do depend on previous states, the model can then be 

described as Markov-n, where n is the number of states the probability calculations 

requires.  The states themselves are hidden to the outside viewer who only sees the state 

outcomes or observations, thus the “hidden” name.     

Artificial neural networks (ANN’s) are loosely modeled on the activities in the 

brain.  A complex function is broken up into several simpler functions, each with a 

connection; see Figure 2-6.  The connection is controlled by a number that represents the 

connection’s strength.  The strengths are then modified to generate the appropriate 

output.  The power of ANN’s is the interconnections that share the processing task.  Very 

simple functions can be combined and compared to the expected result, with the error 

driving a change in the connection strengths.   
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Figure 2-6.  Diagram of Artificial Neural Network [28].   

 
Note the high degree of interconnections in Figure 2-6.  Adaptively changing the 

connection strength allows the ANN to “learn” in a similar fashion as a human learns.  

This algorithm works especially well in tasks that require parallel computations. 

The Wavelet Transform is a mathematical algorithm to view both a signal’s time 

domain and frequency domain components at the same time, with a tradeoff between 

resolution in one domain for resolution in the other.  All transforms use a set of basis 

vectors to describe waveforms in different domains.  The transform is applied to a signal 

to obtain information from the signal that is not apparent in the raw signal.  The Fourier 

transform uses the orthogonal basis set of sines and cosines; however, the Wavelet 
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transform can use other specially designed basis sets.  The original signal can then be 

written as a series expansion of the basis vectors [7].       

This research proposes the use of a multiple model adaptive estimator (MMAE).  

A multiple model filter bank has been used extensively in guidance, navigation, and 

control applications to detect parameter changes in the system in addition to its many 

other applications [9, 16, 18, 34, 35, 36, 41, 52, 65].  Willsky reported great success in 

arrhythmia detection and classification in electrocardiograms using both a multiple 

hypothesis model and the generalized likelihood ratio (GLR) [17, 67].  These systems, 

however, already had the different ECG segments decomposed from the ECG signal; 

they merely analyzed and identified changes in the relationships among the segments.  

This research, however, uses the MMAE as the basis for the ECG segmentation 

algorithm.    

2.2.2. Physiological Monitoring Outside a Doctor’s Office                  

Harrington [22] also analyzed several other areas of non-invasive monitoring.  

While not specific to his research effort, he showed that the medical community accepted 

non-invasive monitors as a reliable alternative to traditional invasive monitors.  The 

authors remarked, “Non-invasive monitors provide the potential to observe a variety of 

physiologic processes on a continuous basis and allow for intervention prior to significant 

decompensation”[22].  Yet, doctors know very little about a patient’s vital signs when 

they are not in the office or hospital.  Therefore, significant advances in patient 

monitoring and patient care can stem from the increased use of non-invasive monitors.  
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The use of non-invasive monitors is also motivated in others areas, not just for 

care in a doctor’s office.  With the enormous increase in telecommunication capability in 

recent years, “wireless” or more appropriately “officeless” patient care may allow virtual 

monitoring and treatment.  A doctor can monitor a patient’s health throughout the day, 

not just for a few minutes in the office.     

In 1998, the Journal of the American Medical Association reported the first 

patient monitoring trial (experiment) while onboard an airplane [55].  Using the Boeing 

767’s cellular telephone system; electrocardiograph signals (ECG), blood pressure, 

respiratory rate, pulse rate, blood oxygen saturation from a pulse oximeter sensor, and 

body temperature were transmitted to a base station along with real-time video of the 

“patient.”  The base station received the signal and uploaded it to the Internet.  Doctors 

around the world read and analyzed the signals, correctly identifying the medical 

condition.  The study reported that the advantage of using the Internet to transmit the data 

resides in the ability to transmit medical data to any hospital close to where the plane 

might land during a real emergency.  Thus, the hospital has the data required to treat the 

patient appropriately.  Other advantages of in-flight monitoring include improved in-

flight care, better preparation by teams meeting the patient on the ground, and possibly 

the ability to negate an emergency landing, which is expensive to airlines and an 

inconvenience to other passengers.  While this proof of concept study was successful, 

among the several drawbacks to this system include the monitoring equipment’s size and 

cost.  The monitoring equipment, computer, and phone took up a row in an airplane and 

the cost was estimated at $10,000.   
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The idea of non-invasive monitoring can also be applied in other areas.  The 

National Aeronautic Space Association (NASA) is very interested in the causes of motion 

sickness.  Using non-invasive physiological monitoring, NASA has developed a 

biofeedback system that will train people to gain control of their physiological responses 

[47].  The system is much more compact than the system used onboard the Boeing 767 

described above, using sensors attached to a shirt, a belt mounted recording device, and a 

wrist display unit.  The system can measure ECG, electromyography (EMG) (electrical 

activity of muscles) of leg and arm muscles, electroencephalography (EEG) (electrical 

activity of the brain), electrooculography (EOG) (electrical activity of the eyes), 

electrogastrogrphy (EGG) (electrical activity of the intestine), skin temperature, blood 

volume pulse, blood pressure, and skin conductance levels.  In addition, tri-axial 

accelerometers are used to give the head’s position.  The data recorder also includes 

electronic circuitry to process the data, batteries, and computer connections.  The 

researchers looked for a relationship between motion sickness and the parasympathetic 

and sympathetic nervous systems activities.  

 Relating physiological parameters to a person’s work is also of interest.  Nakra 

[46] created the Conductor’s Jacket to measure a symphony conductor’s physiological 

parameters and gestures during a performance.  Essentially, this system was a tuxedo 

jacket with interwoven physiological sensors.  The system provided 16 different 

parameters for real-time analysis using a personal computer.  The physiological 

parameters included respiration rate, heart rate, galvanic skin response (GVR), and 

muscle activity.  Analysis of the conductor’s physiological responses and the music 
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revealed strong correlation between the conductor’s gestures, physiological responses, 

and tendencies with the music dynamics [46].  

The Indy Racing League (IRL) is interested in using physiological monitoring to 

increase the safety of its drivers.  Using the LifeShirt® by Vivometrics [45], an Indy car 

driver was monitored during the world famous 2001 Indy 500 race.  Dr. Steve Olvey, the 

CART Racing Medical Director, suggests that knowing the driver’s physiological 

parameters during a race will help crews increase the safety of the driver and will allow 

medical teams to understand an injury’s severity immediately after a crash.  

Understanding how the body responds to the stress of a race can also lead to better 

training regimens [45].    

Wearable sensor systems are also being developed by other agencies.  The 

Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency (DARPA) recently sponsored an initiative 

to develop a system that will enable the Medical Corps to perform “virtual triage” [14].  

Named the Georgia Tech Wearable Motherboard™ (GTWM), the creators suggest that 

for the first time there is a systematic way to monitor vital signs unobtrusively.  In 

addition to physiological sensors, plastic fiber optic cords are woven into the shirt 

allowing the shirt to sense “projectile penetration.”  While the shirt was originally 

developed to minimize loss of life on the battlefield and to assist triage procedures, it also 

lends itself well to civilian healthcare scenarios.  Much as the dental community has 

shifted its focus to preventative care, the GTWM could focus other health care 

communities from “treatment to prevention through wellness.”  Taking a virtual reality 

approach to health care, the GTWM could improve the quality of care while reducing 

costs through the added capabilities given to doctors to perform preventative medicine.   
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The GTWM uses a flexible wiring bus to connect the sensors.  It also incorporates 

the DARPA personnel status monitor (PSM) type of sensor connectors [14], enabling the 

shirt to include previously developed non-invasive sensor technology.  While the shirt 

sounds intriguing, only respiration, ECG, and projectile monitoring have been tested.  

The shirt has a capability to use other sensors such as environmental carbon dioxide 

(CO2) sensors, useful in fire-fighting applications, voice monitors, and other 

physiological sensors.  The shirt has the potential for use in several other applications due 

to its configurable and tailored design.  These applications include sports or performance 

specialties, fire fighter or law enforcement, specialized health care including 

telemedicine, and aircrew monitoring [14].   

Other areas of interest are physiological responses to exercise, including the 

relationship between perceived work and performance.  Athletic heart rate monitors 

available today provide an athlete an accurate heart rate measurement.  However, prior to 

2000, a system did not exist that could correlate heart rate to the athlete’s position and 

velocity.  For example, if a runner’s heart rate increased rapidly over a 30 second 

interval, did the increase occur because he ran up a hill or increased his pace?  Miller [42] 

developed a novel system using a small, lightweight, low-cost GPS receiver in 

conjunction with a heart rate monitor to collect both types of data simultaneously.  By 

using position, velocity, and heart rate information as another training tool in a coach’s 

“tool box,” racers should be able to increase their performance.  Using evaluation 

software on a personal computer (PC), the GPS and heart rate data were displayed in 

graph form, showing heart rate, position, and instantaneous velocity.  The data was 

transmitted in real time through a spread spectrum transceiver so that real-time 
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monitoring could occur.  Using an OEM GPS receiver card, batteries, a microcontroller, a 

900 MHz transceiver system, and real-time software, a coach can monitor the athletes 

training during workouts and competition [42].         

Finally, real time monitoring in perhaps the harshest of conditions was 

accomplished in 1999.  Dr. Richard Satava at Yale University used a vital signs 

monitoring system (VSM) including ECG, heart rate and skin temperature sensors, a GPS 

receiver, and a transceiver, to monitor climbers on Mount Everest from a base station 

[53].  FitSense Technologies designed the system which can be custom configured for 

other applications.  Using radio frequency (RF) transmission, each of the sensors was 

connected to a data hub where the data was time stamped using GPS time.  The VSM can 

monitor up to 16 people, each equipped with up to 16 sensors.  Running for 10 days on 

two AA batteries, the system collected data every 15 seconds and transmitted data every 

5 minutes, although the transmission rate was adjustable.  The system used a serial port to 

connect to a personal computer or Palm Pilot.  From the base station, data was 

transmitted using a TCP/IP satellite connection and then put onto the Internet.  Data was 

then displayed on a graphical user interface (GUI), which gave doctors the ability to 

monitor any climber they desired.  The authors remarked that numerous applications of 

the VSM such as hospitals, nursing homes, and space travel were possible, given that the 

VSM worked so well in extreme environments.  Additionally, with more non-invasive 

sensors added to the system, doctors will gain a better understanding of the human body 

and the complex physiological activities that occur within it. 
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2.3 Importance of GPS 

GPS provides an additional advantage previously not attainable when monitoring 

patients.  An individual’s position and velocity anywhere on the Earth can now be 

determined very precisely with a GPS receiver.  Using GPS, correlations between an 

individual’s physiological “events,” position, and velocity have the potential to provide 

new insights into the body’s physiological response at a given instant in time and a given 

location.  This correlation will lead to new training methods for athletes, increased job 

safety in dangerous working environments, increased information for commanders of 

military forces, law enforcement, or public safety personnel.   

The next several paragraphs provide a brief overview of GPS.  For a more 

detailed explanation, see [44].  GPS is a space based radio navigation system with three 

main segments:  the space segment, the control segment, and the user segment.  The GPS 

space segment currently uses a constellation of 31 satellites in a medium earth orbit of 

10,900 nautical miles (26,560 km) or 20,200 km above the earth.  24 satellites are 

required for full operational capability.   

 

 

Figure 2-7.  GPS Constellation 
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Each satellite in the constellation transmits two different codes:  the 

coarse/acquisition code (C/A) and the precision (encrypted) [P(Y)] code.  The C/A code 

is modulated on a 1575.42 MHz carrier frequency  (L1) and the P(Y) code is modulated 

on the 1575.42 MHz carrier and a 1227.60 MHz carrier frequency (L2).   A transmitted 

ephemeris message includes satellite clock correction parameters, satellite position and 

velocity parameters, and an almanac for all satellites [44].  The transmitted signal also 

identifies the satellite through its Pseudorandom Code Number (PRN) and functions as 

the ranging signal.     

The control segment monitors the GPS satellite positions and updates the 

ephemeris message with correction parameters.  The control segment consists of a master 

control station, five reference stations, and three data uploading stations.  The reference 

stations collect the signals from the satellites and pass them on to the master control 

station where the ephemerides are recomputed.  The new ephemerides and timing 

corrections for the satellite clocks are transmitted to the satellites.          

The user segment consists of all of the equipment used to track and receive a GPS 

signal.  A GPS receiver has five basic functions:  

1. Receive RF signals from each visible satellite  

2. Separate the signals from each satellite  

3. Determine signal transmit time and Doppler shift  

4. Decode navigation message to determine satellite position  

5. Estimate user position, velocity, and time.   

When the receiver is first turned on, it must search through all of the possible satellites 

and determine which satellites are visible.  Once all of the satellites in view are acquired 
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and locked, the receiver can begin to estimate position, velocity, and time through its data 

processing algorithm [44].   

2.4 Kalman Filter 

A mathematical model describing the ECG signal has been attempted many times 

in the past [54].  Most of these models were not robust in their ability to model changes 

in the ECG waveform, whether from the same person or from different people.  The ECG 

signal contains many uncertain parameters stemming from the signal’s variability, as 

discussed in the background information in Section 2.2.1.  Given these uncertain 

parameters, a Bayesian approach to parameter identification is possible using a multiple 

model adaptive filtering algorithm based on a bank of Kalman filters.  The remainder of 

the section will present the theory behind a Kalman filter [39].    

The general linear Kalman filtering algorithm is based on: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,d t t t dt t t dt t d= + +x F x B u G β  (2.1)  

where  

x(t)  = the Kalman filter model state vector, 

F(t)   = the Kalman filter state dynamics matrix, 

B(t)   = the Kalman filter model control input matrix, 

u(t) = the system input vector, 

G(t) = the Kalman filter model noise input matrix,  

β   = Brownian motion with statistics 
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where Q(t) is a symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix. 

This can also be written heuristically as: 

 )()()()()()()( ttttttt wGuBxFx ++=�  (2.3) 

where w is the dynamics driving noise and is the hypothetical derivative of Brownian 

motion known as white Gaussian noise with statistics  
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and where Q(t) is described above.  

The differential equation is propagated forward from some initial condition with 

mean 0x̂ and covariance P0:  
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where P0 is an n-by-n symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix.  If F, G, and Q are 

constant and time invariant, P0 can be set to the steady state value of the covariance 

matrix, ensuring steady state conditions for all time.  The steady state value is found by 

solving: 

 ( ) T Tt = + + =P FP PF GQG 0�  (2.6) 

 Measurements are available discretely as a function of the states and additive 

white Gaussian noise:  

 )()()()( iiii tttt vxHz +=  (2.7) 
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where  

z(ti)  = the Kalman filter model measurement vector,                                                        

H(ti)  = the Kalman filter model output matrix, 

v(ti)  = additive white Gaussian measurement noise, 

ti  = the ith discrete measurement time. 

The statistics of v are similar to the statistics of w and are as follows: 
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 (2.8) 

The dynamics driving noise and the measurement noise are assumed independent: 

 { ( ) ( )}T
iE t t =w v 0  (2.9) 

The filter is then propagated over the sample time from ti to ti+1, where ti is a discrete time 

epoch and ti+1 is the next discrete time epoch, and updated at time ti+1 with the 

measurement.   

An equivalent discrete-time model follows:  

 1 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i d i i d it t t t t t t+ += + +x Φ x B u w  (2.10) 

1( , ),i it t+Φ     Bd(ti), and Qd(ti) are found by solving the following differential equations:  
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These differential equations are integrated forward from the following initial conditions: 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i i i i i it t t t t t= = =Φ I B 0 Q 0  (2.12) 

If F is time invariant 1( , )i it t+Φ  can be found using a matrix exponential: 
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Bd and Qd are also found by solving the following integrals:  
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The discrete time white Gaussian noise wd(ti) has statistics: 
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The algorithm is again started from the initial conditions shown in Equation (2.5) 

and then the state estimates, x̂ , and the covariance matrix P, are propagated from the 

discrete time sample ti
+ (where superscript indicates just after the measurement up at time 

ti) to time 1it
−
+ (where the superscript indicates just before discrete sample time 1it + ) as 

follows:   
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Note that, with Qd as in Equation 2.15, Gd is I.  At time 1it
+
+  the state estimates and the 

covariance matrix are updated as follows: 
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K(ti) is the Kalman gain and weights the measurements and the filter predicted 

measurement values to update the filter properly.  The knowledge of the states improves 

after each update and becomes less certain as the states are propagated.  The residual 

vector r(ti) is simply the difference between the measurements, ( )itz , at time ti and the 

filter’s best estimate of the measurements before they are taken ( ˆ ( )it
−Hx ).   Note that a 

properly tuned filter will have a residual vector r(ti) that is zero mean with covariance 

equal to the filter-computed A(ti), and that is Gaussian and white.  The A, P, and K time 

histories require no measurement knowledge and can be precomputed offline.  The linear 

Kalman filter is an optimum estimator by any criterion: it provides simultaneously the 

mean, median, and mode due to the Gaussian characteristics of both the states and the 

state estimation errors.   

2.4.1. Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator (MMAE) 

When a system has certain characteristics or parameters that can change, the 

system model used in the filtering algorithm may be invalid.  The Kalman filter 

performance is only as good as the models used in the algorithm.  Any characteristics not 

included in the model make the Kalman filter a suboptimal estimator.  One way to deal 

with the uncertainties in the model is to develop a multiple model filtering algorithm.  A 

multiple model adaptive estimator (MMAE) is a bank of parallel Kalman filters, each 

with a different filter model and an algorithm to test for the adequacy of the assumed 

model in each filter [40].    

One could create a discretized parameter space from the continuous parameter 

space of all possible parameter values.  Let a be a vector of all possible parameter values 
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{a1, a2,…,aj} (j=1,2,…J).  A bank of Kalman filters is designed for each of the parameters 

as follows:   
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where 

xj(ti)  = the Kalman filter model state vector for parameter j 

1( , )i it t+Φ  = the Kalman filter state transition matrix for parameter j 

Bd j(ti)  = the Kalman filter model control input matrix for parameter j 

 uj(ti)  = the system input vector for parameter j 
 
and where wd j and vj are independent and are both zero-mean white Gaussian noise with 

statistics: 
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Each Kalman filter is propagated by  
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and is updated by 
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where the subscript j denotes the elemental filter modeled with parameter vector aj.   

Each elemental filter is given the same measurements and will produce an optimal 

state or parameter estimate based on its internal model.  The residual vector rj(ti) and the 

filter computed covariance of the residual vector Aj(ti) are measures of how well the filter 

models the real world.  Note that the MMAE uses three residual characteristics from a 

correctly modeled system:  they should be zero-mean, Gaussian and with a covariance 

Aj(ti).   Each filter’s Qd j and Rj values should be tuned such that it achieves its best 

performance given that the filter models the true system.   

A block diagram of the MMAE is shown in Figure 2-8.  Note the outputs of the 

hypothesized system models are scaled by a probability weighting computation.     

Hypothesis 
conditional probability 

computation

KF based on aj

KF based on a2

KF based on a1

zi

1x̂

2x̂

ˆ jx

1 1,r A

2 2,r A

,j jr A

x̂

1p

2p

jp

 

Figure 2-8.  Multiple Model Filtering Algorithm Block Diagram 
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The hypothesis conditional probability computation in Figure 2-8 is a conditional 

probability that the parameter vector a assumes the true value aj conditioned on the 

measurement history Zi, defined as 

 ( ) { ( ) }.j i j i ip t prob | t= = =a a Z Z  (2.22) 

The probability of each filter modeling the true system can be evaluated as a function of 

both the vector of parameter values and the measurement history through a probability 

density function and the probability weighting at a sample time earlier: 
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The conditional density function of the current measurement vector z(ti) based on 

the parameter vector aj and the measurement history Zi-1can be shown to be [40]: 
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where m is the number of measurements.  When filter j’s model matches the true system, 

the residual vector rj(ti) will be zero mean with covariance Aj(ti).  Filter Probabilities are 

started out such that 

 1/j ip (t ) J=  (2.25) 

and are then updated after each measurement incorporation by Equation 2.24.  Note that 

the denominator is a scaling factor to ensure that the filter probabilities add up to one.  In 

certain cases, the elemental filter residuals can seem good causing the filter to generate an 

erroneous probability, especially if its residual is going through zero at the time of the 

update.   
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The final state estimate from the MMAE is a blend of all the hypothesized system 

model outputs and their associated filter computed probabilities:   
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where Pj(ti
+) is the state error covariance as computed by the Kalman filter associated 

with parameter aj. 

2.4.2. State Estimation vs. Parameter Estimation 

It was noted previously that the filter model based on hypothesis aj should first be 

tuned for optimal performance given that the filter models the true system.  This type of 

tuning will yield good state estimates and may not give the best estimation of the true 

system parameter.  Herein lies the tradeoff that the designer must weight for his own 

benefit.  Conservative tuning efforts (for instance, using a large Qj so that the filter 

overestimates its own errors in the computed Pj(ti) and Aj(ti)) may enhance state 

estimation performance but may also mask the differences in models.  Thus, while a 

conservatively tuned filter may have a very good blended state estimate output, the 

parameter estimate may be hampered.  Because the MMAE will be used for parameter 

estimation of the ECG signal, tight tuning of the Kalman filter is desired at the risk of 

producing divergent filters.  However, the filters can easily be restarted, if divergence 

does occur.  If the 1( ) ( ) ( )T
j i j i j it t t−r A r is above a certain limit, typically an order of 

magnitude larger than the expected, the filter is declared divergent.  The divergent filter’s 
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ˆ  and x P are reset to the MMAE’s blended output using only the nondivergent filters and 

the probability is set to the lower bound.     

2.4.3. Lower Probability Bounds   

One would expect the probability of the filter associated with the “correct” 

hypothesis to increase while the probabilities of the other filters decrease.  As shown in 

Equation (2.24), the probability calculation is recursive in nature.  The lower a filter’s 

probability, the longer the probability takes to transition to larger values when that filter’s 

hypothesis is, in fact, correct.  In extreme cases, if a filter’s probability goes to zero, the 

filter will never come back from zero probability.  Thus, a lower probability bound for 

each filter will balance the speed at which a filter transitions from a low probability to a 

high probability and will prevent the MMAE from eliminating a filter from its bank.  

Henderson [23] noted that lower probability bounds (ε) are typically in the range of 

0.0005<ε<0.01, while he found that a value of ε=0.001 worked best for his purposes.       

2.5 Summary 

The open literature supports the need for a wearable sensor system that supports a 

real-time remote physiological monitoring system.  Several in the biomedical community 

have worked to make sensors more comfortable while still maintaining accuracy and 

reliability.  The immediate effects of stress on the body in a physically taxing 

environment are now only beginning to be studied outside of the laboratory.  While 

exercise stress testing and other forms of controlled research have been accomplished, 

research in the correlation between perceived work and physical performance has only 
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recently been undertaken.  Few have studied the physiological responses of people in 

stressful environments.  Even though FitSense Technologies has a system capable of 

team monitoring, there is still much work to be done in this area.  Using the recent 

advancements in non-invasive monitoring, GPS, and wireless technology, a unique 

wearable monitoring system can be developed and applied to numerous areas of interest.  

The warning system based on parameter estimation and system identification algorithm 

will provide a warning when a person is in danger.  The ECG signal provides a wealth of 

information about the heart and the autonomic nervous system, the physical condition, 

and possibly some more relationships that can be exploited with the online identification 

software.  The MMAE provides a strong basis for parameter estimation of the ECG 

waveform, given its ability to calculate a probability for each parameter value based on 

the measurements it receives.  Chapter 3 will lay out the methodology for developing the 

ECG processing algorithm using the MMAE as the basis.  
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Overview 

This chapter presents the system model development, digital signal processing, 

hypothesis testing techniques, and analysis techniques for the electrocardiogram (ECG) 

processing algorithm.  First, an overall development process description is presented.  

Then, the signal processing technique is detailed, followed by the descriptions pertaining 

to the hypothesis models and the Kalman filtering equations.  Next, the hypothesis testing 

techniques are presented.  This is followed by the description of the algorithm used to 

determine the heart rate accurately.  Finally, approaches to analyze the MMAE ECG 

processing algorithm accuracy and robustness are presented.   

3.2 Design and Analysis Process 

The ECG segmentation algorithm development was an iterative process, as shown 

in Figure 3-1.  The process started with ECG signal analysis and possible segmentation 

techniques, i.e. ways to extract the segments of interest from the ECG waveform.  A 

sample ECG signal was analyzed both in the time domain and in the frequency domain to 

grasp the signal dynamics.  Hypothesized system models were developed based on the 

insight gained from the sample ECG signal analysis.  These hypothesized models were 

developed as distinctly as possible from each other.  The hypothesized models were used 

in the ECG segmentation algorithm and the performance was tested on a sample signal.  

If the algorithm did not perform as expected, then hypothesis model parameter tuning or 
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algorithm modification was required.  This process continued until the algorithm 

performed well given several different sample signals.       

Start

Process and 
Analyze ECG 

Signal
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Hypothesis

Models

Test Algorithm
With 

Sample Signal

Does 
Algorithm Segment

Properly?

Tune and/or 
Modify

Algorithm
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Yes
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With More
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Algorithm Segment

Properly?

No

Yes

Stop

 

Figure 3-1.  Algorithm Development and Testing Process 

3.3 ECG signal analysis 

The first step in developing a hypothesis model for the filter bank was to segment 

the signal based on the ECG characteristic waveform.  The P-wave, QRS complex, and 

T-wave segments were visually selected from a signal taken from the MIT ECG database.  

Based on the visual waveform segmentation, a segment power spectral density estimate 

was formed for each segment type.  Then, a PSD was compared to several well-defined 

stochastic system models and white Gaussian noise (WGN) shaping filters [37, 39].  

Once the PSD matched a stochastic system model, then hypothesis models for the 
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MMAE were developed.  Note that the models do not have to be based on the signal 

itself; they can be based on signal derivatives.   

3.3.1. Differentiator 

The continuous time derivative transfer function is: 

  ( )H jω ω=  (3.1) 

The differentiator discrete time equivalent can be approximated with a high order 

finite impulse response (FIR) filter.  A sufficiently high order FIR filter was created in 

MATLAB® using a least squares approach to approximate this frequency response.  The 

transfer function for a 29-order filter is shown in Figure 3-2: 

 

Figure 3-2.  FIR Differentiator  

 

 An odd order filter was selected because the amplitude response, ( )H ω , at the 

Nyquist frequency, 2
sf , could be set to the desired gain.  An even order filter requires 

the amplitude response at the Nyquist frequency to be zero.  The FIR differentiator is 
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advantageous in that it has a linear phase response, meaning that the derivative of the 

phase response, or the group delay, is constant [48].  The signals were differentiated 

using the high order differentiator and were then shifted to correct for the group delay, τg, 

given in Equation (3.2): 

  
1

14
2g

Mτ −= =  (3.2) 

where  

τg = the delay in number of samples  

M = the filter order. 

Once the signal is differentiated and the proper group delay is applied to the 

derivatives, the P-wave, QRS complex, and T-wave segments are visually selected from 

the ECG signal.  The ECG signal derivatives are also segmented using the same segment 

indices for each sequence.  An example ECG sample and its associated first and second 

derivatives are shown in Figure 3-3.  

 

Figure 3-3.  Sample ECG Signal, ECG Signal 1st Derivative, and 2nd Derivative 
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Note that the time domain signal analysis does not provide a great amount of 

information.  While there is a large amplitude change in the derivatives, this does not 

give great insight into how the signal can be modeled.  Frequency domain techniques 

provide greater insight into the signal dynamics.  A segment power spectral density 

estimate is a better choice, and can be obtained if some assumptions about the signal are 

made.  These assumptions are presented in the next section. 

3.3.2.  Signal Assumptions 

To estimate the ECG waveform power spectral density using a Fourier transform, 

several assumptions must first be made.  The ECG signal itself is not stationary; the ECG 

characteristic waveform segments are “quasi-stationary.”  The ECG segments can be 

considered quasi-stationary, meaning that, while the statistics of the ECG signal change 

in time, the statistics of the segments change very slowly with respect to the characteristic 

ECG waveform length.  Additionally, the correlation function is strictly a function of the 

time offset, τ, and the segment probability density function is time-invariant [21].     

3.3.3. Correlation and Power Spectral Density Functions 

A sequence autocorrelation is defined as 

    
1

( 1 )

1
( ) ( ) ( ).

1

N

i n i n
n N

t t
N

τ

τ
τ

τ
− −

− − −
=− − −

Ψ =
− ∑ x x  (3.3) 

where 

Ψ(τ) = the autocorrelation function 

x(ti) = the discrete signal sequence 
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N = the length of x  

τ = the number of samples of offset. 

The autocorrelation function shows how well the signal relates to itself as a 

function of the time offset, τ.  A segment PSD estimate is then the Fourier transform of 

the autocorrelation function: 

 
1 1

( 1) ( 1 )

1
( ) ( ) ( ) exp( 2 ).

1

N N

i n i n
N n N

f t t j f
N

τ

τ
τ τ

π τ
− − −

− − −
=− − =− − −

Ψ = −
− ∑ ∑ x x  (3.4) 

where 

( )fΨ  = the PSD 

x(ti) = the discrete signal sequence 

N = the length of x  

τ = the number of samples of offset  

f = frequency in Hz.   

The PSD estimate can be similarly computed from the sequence’s Fourier transform itself 

as follows: 

 
21

0

1
( ) ( ) exp( 2 ) .

1

N

i n
n

f t j f
N

π τ
−

−
=

Ψ = −
− ∑

x  (3.5) 

where ( )fΨ , x, N, τ, and f are defined above.   

Equation  (3.5) is a desirable way to compute a PSD estimate because Fast 

Fourier transforms (FFT) are very quick and efficient [39].  A PSD estimate was 

computed for each individual ECG signal segment.  Zero padding each signal segment to 

512 samples was used in the FFT calculation to improve the waveform density in the 

frequency domain.  While this technique does not improve the frequency resolution, it 
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does give a better visual representation of the frequency characteristics.  The frequency 

interval is inversely proportional to the total signal time, NT, (where N is the number of 

samples and T is the sampling period) as shown Equation (3.6) [48]:  

  1/f NT∆ =  (3.6) 

Equation (3.6) shows that as the signal length decreases in time, the corresponding 

frequency interval increases when using the Fourier transform.  An example PSD 

estimate for the ECG signal segments is shown in Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6.  

The top plot shows the PSD estimate for the specific signal segment, and the bottom plot 

shows the PSD estimate for the specific segment’s first derivative.   

 

Figure 3-4.  PSD Estimate for Sample QRS Complex Segment and 1st Derivative 

 

Figure 3-4 through Figure 3-6 give insight into the ECG signal segment 

dynamics.  Specifically, it is readily apparent that the PSD estimate for each signal 

segment’s first derivative looks like a bandpass filter’s output, each with its own center 

frequency and gain.   

m      m      m      m 
■•**■ 
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Figure 3-5.  PSD Estimate for Sample T-Wave Segment and 1st Derivative 

 

 

Figure 3-6.  PSD Estimate for Sample P-Wave Segment and 1st Derivative 

 

Nineteen additional ECG signals were segmented and analyzed by the same 

process.  PSD analysis shows that the ECG signal segment derivatives all have bandpass 

filter characteristics, as shown in Table 3-1.  For each signal segment (P-wave, QRS 
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complex, and T-wave), the bandpass filter center frequency, ωc, and the gain, σ2, are 

given.  The signals are separated into signal 1 and signal 2 based on the format from the 

MIT ECG database [13], showing that the different leads require different tuning.   

Table 3-1.  Hypothesis Model Parameters from Ten Sample Data Sets 

Sample data set signal 1 P- ωωωωc P- σσσσ2222 QRS- ωωωωc QRS- σσσσ2222 T- ωωωωc T- σσσσ2222

3 e0103 V4 45 93 106 3100 23 451
5 e0105 V4 112 27 104 2200 18 435
11 e0111 MLIII 59 22 116 1725 35 460
13 e0113 MLIII 108 11.5 112 6950 32 49
19 e0119 V4 42 112 114 13400 32 500
21 e0121 V4 46 157 131 23000 31 760
23 e0123 V4 35 82 118 25700 18 110
25 e0125 V4 34 81 110 18000 51 127
27 e0127 V4 43 35 107 23000 32 26
39 e0139 MLIII 61 45 183 2525 20 14.4

Mean 58.5 66.6 120.1 11960.0 29.2 293.2

Sample data set signal 2 P- ωωωωc P- σσσσ2222 QRS- ωωωωc QRS- σσσσ2222 T- ωωωωc T- σσσσ2222

3 e0103 MLIII 47 10.8 83 1810 30 33
5 e0105 MLIII 44 20 75 8000 20 18.5
11 e0111 V4 43 157 103 32500 26 596
13 e0113 V4 55 49 135 30500 23 164
19 e0119 MLIII 50 260 85 5060 52 98
21 e0121 MLIII 44 70 128 2430 54 9.4
23 e0123 MLIII 42 16 90 1135 28 54
25 e0125 MLIII 31 22 95 580 26 105
27 e0127 MLIII 62 66 142 4400 33 50
39 e0139 V4 45 54 94 15800 25 29

Mean 46.3 72.5 103.0 10221.5 31.7 115.7  
 

Note in Table 3-1 that the mean values for the center frequencies, ωc, and the 

gains, σ2, for each signal segment are very distinct.  Knowing that the individual segment 

dynamics are very different, hypotheses based on a bandpass filter could be developed.   

3.4 System Modeling 

A bandpass filter’s transfer function can be described as: 
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where ωn and α are defined as: 

 
2 2 0.5

half power frequency from center frequency, , and

( ) .

c

n c

α ω
ω α ω

=

= +
 (3.8) 

This filter always gives a peak value of σ2α-1 with the assumption that the driving 

function is WGN and has strength 22ασ .  This bandpass filter form allows easy center 

frequency and bandpass region width manipulation.  

The transfer function is then put into observable state-space form as follows: 
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where 

x(t) = the state vector 

F = the state dynamics matrix 

G = the noise input matrix 

w(t) = the scalar WGN    

z(t) = the scalar output  

H = the output matrix. 
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G comes from the Laurent series coefficients for G(s).  The Laurent series is 

simply the remainder coefficients of a long division operation on the transfer function 

G(s): 

                                                                        1 21 ( 2 )ns sω α− −+ −  

 2 22 ns sα ω+ + ns ω+  (3.11) 

                                                                    
( 2 )

2n

s α
ω α

− +
−

 

 

From Equation (3.11), G was: 

  
1

2nω α
 

=  − 
G  (3.12) 

Thus, the hypothesis models for the individual ECG segments are easily implemented 

knowing the state-space form and the three parameters, ωc, σ2, and α.       

3.4.1. Hypothesis Filter Parameters 

Ten sample data sets taken from the MIT ECG database [13] were differentiated 

and segmented, as in Section 3.3.1.  PSD’s were generated followed by determining the 

filter parameters for each data set.  The results are shown in Table 3-1 in Section 3.3.  An 

additional “Rest” hypothesis was created to account for the samples between the T-wave 

offset and the P-wave onset when the heart was resting and very little activity was taking 

place.  The “Rest” hypothesis looks for low frequencies and low strength in the signal 

derivative.  The filter parameters in Table 3-2 were then used as the basis for the 

hypothesis models: 
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Table 3-2.  Hypothesis Filter Parameters 

Hypothesis QRS Complex T-Wave “Rest” P-Wave 
ωc 110 35 10 65 
σ2 15000 360 0.1 60 
α 1 1 10 1 

 

Note the strong distinctions in the center frequencies and the σ2 values.  The 

bandpass filter width was specifically chosen to be narrow to enhance distinction among 

the different hypotheses.  If the filter hypotheses are distinct, then the residuals from each 

model will also be distinct, aiding the conditional hypothesis probability calculation, 

which is based on the residuals.    

3.5 Kalman Filter Design 

The Kalman filter as discussed in Chapter 2 was the basis for each hypothesis 

model.  The model was developed in state-space form consisting of the dynamics matrix 

and a WGN driving term was assumed as shown in Equation (3.13).      

 
  ( ) ( ) ( )t t w t= +x Fx G�  (3.13) 

where w(t) is scalar WGN with statistics  

  
{ ( )} 0

{ ( ) ( )} ( ) ( )

E w t

E w t w t Q tτ δ τ
=

+ =
 (3.14) 

and where Q is a positive semidefinite scalar.  The Kalman filter model used was based 

on the state space model in Equation (3.9) and Equation (3.10).  An additional state was 

implemented because the measurement was the signal itself, not the signal’s first 

derivative for which the preceding PSD’s were computed to yield the bandpass filter 

model in Section 3.4.  The Kalman filter model is then: 
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The input WGN driving term has statistics: 

 
2

{ ( )} 0

{ ( ) ( )} ( ) ( ) 2 ( )

E w t

E w t w t Q tτ δ τ ασ δ τ
=

+ = =
 (3.16) 

These statistics come from the transfer function’s assumption that the input WGN 

strength is 22ασ .   

The differential equation was propagated forward from some initial condition 

with mean 0x̂ and covariance Po:  

 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

ˆ{ ( )} [0 0 0]

ˆ ˆ{[ ( ) ][ ( ) ] }

T

T

E t

E t t

= =

− − =

x x

x x x x P
 (3.17) 

where P0 is an n-by-n symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix.  P0 was found by 

setting Equation (2.6) equal to zero.  P0 was determined to be: 

 2 2
0

2 2 2 2

1 0 0

0

0 0.5 ( ( 2 ) )n n

σ ασ
ασ σ ω ω α

 
 = − 
 − + − 

P    (3.18) 

where ωn, α, and σ2 were the system model transfer function parameters defined in 

Equation (3.8).    

Measurements were available discretely as a function of the states and additive 

WGN:  

  [ ]( ) 1 0 0 ( ) ( )i i iz t t v t= +x  (3.19) 

The v statistics were as follows: 
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R was set to 0.005, meaning that the measurements were essentially noiseless.  This 

allows the Kalman filter to weight the measurements very heavily.  The effect is easy to 

see through the Kalman gain matrix.  As the R-value goes down, K goes up.  This affects 

both the state estimate and the filter-computed covariance.  The state estimate is affected 

in the residual term and the filter computed covariance is smaller.  The R value also 

affects how quickly the state estimates follow the measurements.  A lower R value allows 

the filter to follow the measurements closely.  The dynamics driving noise and the 

measurement noise were assumed independent: 

  { ( ) ( )} 0iE w t v t =  (3.21) 

The continuous-time filter was converted to its equivalent discrete filter [39] in 

Equation (2.11).  In this case the Bd term is 0 and not included in the model: 

 1 1( ) ( , ) ( ) ( )i i i i d it t t t w t+ += +x Φ x  (3.22) 

where Φ (t,ti) is the state transition matrix.  Because F in Equation (3.13) is time 

invariant, Φ  can be found using a matrix exponential: 

  1( )
1( , ) i it t

i it t e + −
+ = F

Φ  (3.23) 

Qd is found by solving the following integral: 

 
1

1 1( ) ( , ) ( , )
i

i

t T T
d i i it

t t Q t dτ τ τ+

+ += ∫Q Φ G G Φ  (3.24) 

The algorithm is started from the initial conditions 0ˆ  and 0x P  in Equation (3.17) 

and then the states are propagated to time 1it
−
+  as follows: 
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and at time 1it
+
+  are updated as follows: 
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3.5.1. Multiple Model Adaptive Estimator (MMAE) Design 

It was shown in Chapter 2 that uncertain parameters in the Kalman filter system 

model could be handled using an MMAE.  The uncertain parameters in this case were the 

bandpass filter center frequency and the input driving noise gain, as shown in Section 

3.4.1.  A hypothesis model based on aj was developed as follows:   
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where wd j and vj are independent and are both zero-mean WGN with statistics 
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 (3.28)  

The continuous-time WGN strength was given by the driving term in Equation (3.16).  

The discrete equivalent WGN was found using Equation (3.24).  The measurement noise 

was given in Equation 3.20.        
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Each elemental Kalman filter is propagated by Equation (3.25) and is updated by 

Equation (3.26).  Each hypothesis model is given the same measurement, zi+1, and 

produces an optimal state estimate based on its hypothesis model.  The hypotheses’ Q 

and R values should be tuned such that each hypothesis performs well when the 

hypothesis model matches the true system model.  Tuning parameters for 20 signals are 

shown in Section 3.5.3.    

The conditional probability that the parameter vector assumes the value aj 

conditioned on the measurement history Zi for each parameter is defined as 

 ( ) { ( ) }j i j i ip t prob | t= = =a a Z Z  (3.29) 

The conditional density function for the current measurement vector z(ti) based on the 

hypothesized parameter value aj and the measurement history Zi-1 is then 

 
1( )| , ( ) 1 j1/ 21/ 2

1 1
( | , ) exp{ ( )} 

2(2 ( )i iz t t i j i i

j i

f z L t
A t− − = −

π)
a Z a Z  (3.30) 

where Lj(ti) is the scalar likelihood quotient and is defined as: 

  
2( )

( ) .
( )

j i
j i

j i

r t
L t

A t
=  (3.31) 

When the filter model j matches the true system, the residual rj(ti) will be zero 

mean with filter-computed covariance Aj(ti).  The likelihood quotient will be 

approximately equal to the number of measurements, which is one.  The filter 

probabilities are started out such that  

  1/j ip (t ) J=  (3.32) 

and are then updated after each measurement incorporation by 
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Note that the denominator is a scaling factor to ensure that the probabilities of all the 

filters add up to one.   

It was shown in Section 2.4.1 that the MMAE uses Bayesian blending to compute 

the final algorithm.  However, in this research, a different approach than the Bayesian 

method used by the MMAE blending is used to determine the correct hypothesis.  The 

maximum a posteriori (MAP) MMAE design uses the elemental filter containing the 

highest probability hypothesis rather than the Bayesian blending as in Equation (2.27).  

Because the assumption was made that ECG segment cannot be a combination of 

hypotheses for distinguishability purposes, the highest probability filter does make 

logical sense in this application.  Other designs to eliminate false classifications wait to 

declare a hypothesis as correct until the probability is over some predefined threshold 

value, such as 0.5.  This scheme is advantageous when many hypotheses are in the filter 

bank, and effectively limit the noisy probability calculation.     

3.5.2. Lower Probability Bounds   

As stated in Section 2.4.3, one would expect the filter probability associated with 

the “correct” hypothesis to increase while the other filter probabilities decrease.  As 

shown in Equation (3.33), the conditional density function associated with pj(ti) is scaled 

by the previous probability, pj(ti-1).  A lower bound on the hypothesis probability was set 

to prevent any elemental filter from being eliminated from the bank and to increase the 

probability transition speed and hypothesis change declarations.  The lower probability 
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bounds for each of the four discrete parameter values were set at 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.10 

0.15, and 0.20 to determine the algorithm’s potential.  It was determined that a lower 

probability bound of 0.20 provided rapid probability flow and aided the MAP probability 

hypothesis calculation transition.  Although the lower probability bound acted much like 

another tuning parameter, it was found that the benefit of having the lower bound set high 

compared to previous research was that of desirably swift hypothesis transitions.      

3.5.3. Hypothesis Filter Tuning 

Filter Q value tuning using the σ2 gain parameter was performed on the 20 data 

sets from Table 3-1.  The σ2 tuning values are shown in Table 3-3.  It should be noted 

here that each signal required extensive tuning.  Sample ECG 5 had outstanding results in 

that the hypothesis probabilities correctly transitioned and identified the signal segments 

of interest.  However, even after the extensive tuning, some signals were not segmented 

correctly, with the algorithm performing inadequately given samples ECG 19 and ECG 

11.  As shown in Table 3-3, there was not any distinct pattern in the tuning parameters.     

The tuning process was limited to only changing the σ2 value.  The tuning process 

was iterative in that changing the σ2 value for one hypothesis directly affected the 

detectability for another hypothesis.  Initially, the tuning effort focused on narrowing 

down appropriate values to ensure that the MMAE could successfully identify the signal 

measurements of interest.   
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Table 3-3.  Hypothesis σσσσ2 Tuning Values for Sample ECG Signals 

Sample Signal H1--T-Wave H2--"rest" H3--P-Wave H4--QRS Complex
ECG 3 1 6 0.2 6 30000

2 21 0.1 21 30000
ECG 5 1 5 0.2 7 3000

2 7 0.05 6 15000
ECG 11 1 20 0.6 40 20000

2 20 0.5 20 60000
ECG 13 1 15 0.2 7.5 20000

2 5 0.2 5 60000
ECG 19 1 10 0.2 2 30000

2 15 0.2 5 10000
ECG 21 1 30 0.2 10 40000

2 12 0.3 9 15000
ECG 23 1 10 0.3 15 40000

2 40 0.2 5 60000
ECG  25 1 4 0.1 2 1500

2 4 0.1 2 1500
ECG 27 1 6 0.2 6 30000

2 21 0.1 21 30000
ECG 39 1 5 0.1 5 1000

2 4 0.5 5 10000  
 

For example, if an ECG signal segment corresponding to the QRS complex was given to 

the MMAE, the hypothesis corresponding to the QRS complex was tuned for adequate 

performance.  This initial tuning was also carried out for the P-wave hypothesis and the 

T-wave hypothesis.  However, just because adequate performance was achieved when the 

filter only faced one ECG segment type, this did not guarantee the MMAE performance 

when a whole ECG waveform was tested.  Extensive tuning was then required to acquire 

proper probability flow between the hypotheses at the proper time.   

Additional tuning techniques, such as online Q adaptation as proposed by Lund 

[32] and Miller [43] were investigated.  The Lund algorithm seeks to tune Q adaptively to 

make the residuals in the different elemental filters more distinguishable from one 
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another.  It was found that, although the algorithm performed as designed, it did not work 

well for this application.  The Q value tuning in this application was a delicate balance of 

the σ2 value for each hypothesis and the probability-flow timing.  In many cases, it was 

required that the Q values be increased rather than decreased from the baseline 

hypothesis model parameters.  The Lund algorithm, however, limits itself by either 

decreasing the Q value or leaving it unchanged.  This does increase the distance between 

the residuals, but also makes one hypothesis perform very well compared to the other 

hypotheses, seemingly incapacitating the other hypotheses.   

3.6 Hypothesis Determination Smoothing 

The conditional probabilities can change quickly from sample to sample, 

especially with a high lower probability bound.  While quick transitions in the probability 

calculation are desirable, erroneous hypothesis changes from a noisy hypothesis 

declaration are not desirable.  It is assumed that a hypothesis cannot be valid for only a 

small number of samples because it is known that the segment lengths are generally 

longer than 5 ms. Therefore, if the MAP estimate is not constant for a set number of 

samples, the previous estimate is retained.  If a hypothesis change takes place and does 

not remain at that hypothesis for more than four samples, which for a signal sampled at 

500 Hz is 1 ms, the algorithm will distribute the hypothesis determination between the 

last constant hypothesis and the new hypothesis.  This eliminates the quick jumps in the 

MAP output and ensures that a hypothesis declaration is smooth.     
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3.6.1.  Hypothesis Swapping   

   Because the ECG signal is “pseudo-periodic,” more information is known about 

the signal than the algorithm is telling the MMAE, thus far.  For example, it is assumed 

that the T-wave almost always follows the QRS complex.  Following the T-wave is a  

“rest” period, and following the “rest” period is the P-wave.  The filter can take 

advantage of this segment order information to help it determine when the specific 

segment starts and ends.  The hypothesis swapping routine flow diagram is shown in 

Figure 3-7.  Therefore, the MMAE does not need to calculate which of the four 

hypotheses is correct.  This gives the MMAE the ability to use the event order 

information to narrow down which of the hypotheses is correct.   
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Figure 3-7.  Online Hypothesis Swapping Algorithm  
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Once the algorithm is locked onto the QRS complex, it no longer has to distinguish 

between the T-wave and P-wave, which was difficult to do otherwise.  The algorithm is 

initialized to choose between two online filters, one tuned for the QRS complex and 

another tuned for lower frequency and lower strength signals.  The hypothesis filter 

parameters for the initialization bank are shown in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4.  Initialization Hypothesis Filter Bank Parameters 

Hypothesis Not QRS  QRS Complex 
ωc 25 100 
σ2 50 30000 
α 2 2 

 

An offline filter bank containing hypotheses for the characteristic ECG waveform 

is also initialized.  The online filter bank waits until the QRS complex hypothesis in filter 

two is detected for at least five consecutive samples.  This eliminates much of the 

possible jitter in the probability calculation and ensures that the QRS complex hypothesis 

is consistent for an extended time.  Once the QRS complex is declared, the correct 

hypothesis, the first online elemental filter’s Φ  and Qd are replaced with the Φ  and Qd 

from the offline T-wave hypothesis.  When the new hypothesis is brought online, the 

conditional hypothesis probabilities are reset to the lower bound for the online T-wave 

hypothesis and (1-lower bound) for the QRS complex hypothesis that was just declared 

correct.  The online filters continue with the normal MMAE propagate and update cycle.  

These two filters remain online until the T-wave filter is declared correct for five samples 

in the same manner as the QRS complex was declared correct.   

When the T-wave hypothesis is declared correct, the QRS complex hypothesis in 

online filter two is replaced with the offline “rest” period hypothesis.  Again, the online 
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Φ  and Qd in filter two are replaced with the offline Φ  and Qd from the rest hypothesis 

and the conditional probabilities are reset.  The MMAE then continues with the normal 

propagate and update cycles.  This process continues, with the two hypotheses in the 

online filter bank at any one time being the correct hypothesis and the next expected 

corrected hypothesis.  Thus, the hypothesis-testing algorithm never has to distinguish 

between four hypotheses, only two.  An advantage of this type of filter swapping is that 

the maximum probability hypothesis from the MAP MMAE design is also the hypothesis 

with a probability over 0.5.       

3.6.2. Hypothesis Bank Restart 

The filter swapping routine can get unsynchronized with the ECG signal due to 

irregularities in the waveform or filter swap incorrect timing.  If the filter bank is not 

synchronized, the QRS hypothesis will not be online at the correct time.  When the QRS 

complex measurements are used in the MMAE, high residuals in the two online 

hypothesis filters will result in a high likelihood quotient, L, from Equation (3.31).  An 

algorithm to restart the filter bank is shown in Figure 3-8.  As stated in Section 3.5.1, if 

the hypothesis model matches the true system model, the likelihood quotient and the 

number of measurements will be approximately equal.  Thus, if the QRS hypothesis is 

not online at the correct time, the filter bank can be declared out of sync if a likelihood 

quotient is detected above a threshold.  The threshold value of 10 gives a safety margin to 

account for signal changes during the ECG recording, while ensuring that when the filter 

bank is not synchronized, a restart is declared as quickly as possible.   
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Figure 3-8.  MMAE Online Restart Routine for Synchronization 

 

When the restart is declared, the filter banks are reinitialized to the starting values and the 

swapping routine waits for the next QRS complex declaration to begin.       

3.7 RR, QT, and PR Interval Determination 

A correct hypothesis declaration by the MMAE effectively provides a sample 

segment over which the hypothesis best matches the data.  This correct hypothesis 

restricts the sample region that an algorithm has to search over to find a specific segment 

area of interest.  The RR, QT, and PR intervals can easily be calculated using the P-wave, 
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R-wave, and T-wave peaks and the correct QRS complex hypothesis start for the Q-

wave.  An algorithm flow diagram is shown in Figure 3-9.   
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Figure 3-9.  Algorithm for RR, QT, and PR Interval Determination 

      

Exact R-wave peak time determination is aided by the correct QRS complex 

hypothesis declaration.  Knowing where to look for the QRS complex peak (the R-wave) 

is greatly simplified if the search region is reduced.  The algorithm does not have to 

worry about locking onto a tall T-wave peak as opposed to the R-wave peak.  A simple 

maximum routine in MATLAB® routine looking only in the sample space of the last 

declared correct QRS complex hypothesis yields the QRS complex peak, the R-wave.  
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The difference between two successive R-peaks is the RR interval.  The heart rate is 

given by: 

  60 / RR intervalHeart Rate =  (3.34) 

Knowing the R-R interval also allows other analysis to be done, including heart rate 

variability analysis and inter-beat frequency analysis. 

The QT interval is determined similarly to the method developed above.  The Q-

wave is defined as the first negative action after the P-wave.  The filter hypotheses do not 

test for this condition, so the Q-wave is estimated to be the first correct QRS complex 

hypothesis sample.  The T-wave is gated by a correct T-wave hypothesis declaration, 

restricting the T-wave maximum search space.  A MATLAB® routine finds the maximum 

value and the time is noted.  The QT interval is then the difference between the two 

times.   

Finally, the PR interval is determined in a likewise manner.  The P-wave search 

space is restricted by a correct P-wave declaration.  A MATLAB® routine finds the 

maximum value in this search space.  The PR interval is then the difference between the 

R-wave time, which is already known, and the P-wave maximum value time.  

3.8 Hypothesis Model Evolution 

The four hypotheses were again tuned to each data set from the MIT ECG 

database using the conditional probability hypothesis computation smoothing and the 

filter swapping algorithms.  While the tuning was easier than for the first effort (Section 

3.5.3), the filter bank still was inappropriately declaring a hypothesis to be correct.  A 
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diagram describing the model evaluation and improvement process is shown in Figure 

3-10.   
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Figure 3-10.  Processing of Evaluation and Developing Filter Models 

 

The main problem area was the transition from the QRS complex to the T-wave 

and then the transition area between the T-wave and the P-wave.  An approach similar to 

a target-tracking problem was then devised.  In a target-tracking problem, the filter bank 

uses the lower frequency hypotheses when the target is not changing course rapidly [37].  

However, when the target is changing course rapidly, the filter declares a higher 

frequency and higher noise level filter correct, and many times will declare an 

inappropriately high filter correct to track the maneuver.   
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The ECG signal was thought to be similar to the target-tracking problem.  The 

QRS complex can essentially be approximated through a piecewise linear function with a 

direction change between each piece.  There are also direction changes at the T-wave 

onset, T-wave peak, and the T-wave offset.  These turns can be tracked with a higher 

frequency filter with a strong input driving noise so the filter can easily track the quick 

changes in direction.  The piecewise linear functions can be tracked by a lower frequency 

filter and a weaker input driving noise.  

Since the QRS complex has a short duration, one model was developed to track 

the whole complex, not the individual direction changes, noting that the filter would not 

give up probability quickly enough to track the individual Q-waves, R-waves, and S-

waves.  There was little problem tracking the QRS complex with the tuning parameters in 

Section 3.4.1, so only minor changes were made to this model.  A model was developed 

to catch the transition between the QRS complex and the T-wave.  This filter had a higher 

frequency and lower WGN strength than the QRS complex to allow distinguishability 

between the two hypotheses.  The T-wave was next modeled by a lower frequency, lower 

WGN strength filter which transitioned to a higher frequency, high WGN strength filter 

at the direction change at the T-wave peak.  The next hypothesis would be the “rest” 

hypothesis between the T-Wave and the P-wave, and then the P-wave hypothesis.  There 

was not as much problem identifying the P-wave as the T-wave, so this filter required 

only minor modifications.  It simply required a higher frequency filter with a higher 

WGN strength; with the noise level set to balance the transition time between the Rest 

hypothesis and the QRS complex hypothesis.   
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Finally, the QRS complex was changed to a high power, low frequency filter 

based on experimental results.  It was found that the probabilities flowed much better 

between the different hypotheses if the QRS complex model took and gave back 

probability very stringently.  When the QRS complex was more correctly modeled as a 

high frequency, high strength signal, the QRS complex hypothesis tended to keep 

probability too long or take probability too soon.  Again, to summarize the changes:  the 

T-wave was modeled by three separate hypotheses to account for direction changes at the 

T-wave onset and the T-wave peak.  The P-wave hypothesis parameters were set to 

balance the transition times between the “Rest” hypothesis and the QRS complex 

hypothesis.  Table 3-5 shows the modified filter bank parameters.     

Table 3-5.  New Hypothesis Filter Bank Parameters 

Hypothesis QRS Complex T-Wave “Rest” P-Wave 
ωc 100 100, 10, 100 10 100 
σ2 30000 50, 0.5, 50 0.5 30 
α 2 2, 2, 2 2 2 

 

3.9 Changing Heart Rate and Changing Physiological Condition 

The animal exsanguination data from Qualia Computing, Inc. [1] provided a 

special challenge not seen in the MIT ECG data files.  The heart rate increased as time 

went on, the signal waveforms change shape, the T-wave changed location, and the signal 

strength decreased dramatically.  Two additional MMAE filter banks were created and 

the ability to switch to a new bank was created using the process described in the 

previous section, Section 3.8.  The new filter banks were very similar to the original filter 

banks with the only changes residing in tuning the filter bank to a particular signal 
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section.  For example, the filter banks in Table 3-5 worked well until the signal strength 

dropped low enough essentially to incapacitate the conditional hypothesis computation 

algorithm.  The high input WGN strength made the residuals look good for the whole 

waveform, not allowing the MMAE to change filters.  Lower input WGN strengths for 

each hypothesis and a switch to the new filter banks at the proper time allowed the 

MMAE ECG processing algorithm to continue functioning properly.  Table 3-6 and 

Table 3-7 show the parameters for filter banks two and three.   

Table 3-6.  Alternative Hypothesis Filter Bank Parameters, Bank 2 

Hypothesis QRS Complex T-Wave “Rest” P-Wave 
ωc 100 100, 10, 100 10 100 
σ2 15000 20, 0.7, 20 0.7 15 
α 2 2, 2, 2 2 2 

 

Table 3-7.  Alternative Hypothesis Filter Bank Parameters, Bank 3 

Hypothesis QRS Complex T-Wave “Rest” P-Wave 
ωc 100 100, 10, 100 10 100 
σ2 5000 5, 1, 5 0.7 10 
α 2 2, 2, 2 2 2 

 

Tuning banks two and three was performed in the same manner as in Section 

3.5.3.  The QRS complex hypothesis WGN input was tuned such that the likelihood 

quotient, Lj(ti), was approximately four.  Again, this is tighter tuning than would normally 

be performed, remembering that Lj(ti) is approximately the number of measurements with 

conservative tuning.  The other filter hypotheses’ WGN values were also reduced based 

on the hypothesis calculation transitions.   

In addition, the MMAE banks were switched based on heart rate.  When the heart 

rate was above 165 beats per minute (BPM), filter bank two switched into the offline 
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filter bank and was used in the hypothesis-swapping algorithm.  A flow diagram of the 

switch is shown in Figure 3-11.   
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Figure 3-11.  Offline Filter Bank Switch Algorithm 

 

The proper time to switch the offline filter banks was based on the heart rate.  

While this may not always be the case for every signal, it proved very effective for the 

animal exsanguination data.  The MMAE ECG processing algorithm then worked in the 

same manner, except that the filters being swapped in and out of the online hypotheses 

were from filter bank two instead of filter bank one.  When the heart rate was above 195 

BPM, filter bank three was brought online.     
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The additional offline filter banks allow for an increase in the algorithm’s 

robustness because an algorithm can be created to take advantage of both the restart 

routine and the offline filter bank switch routine.  If a signal has characteristics that do 

not fit the first online filter bank, the algorithm will restart several times.  Thus, this is 

another method to determine the proper offline filter bank switch timing, as shown in 

Figure 3-12.     
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Figure 3-12.  Algorithm Initialization Restart Flow Diagram 

 

The filter bank starts with bank one and uses the restart algorithm to choose when 

to try the next filter bank.  If the difference between the number of restarts and the 

number of R-waves detected is two or three, the next filter bank is used in the swapping 
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routine.  This means that if the signal does not initially match the hypotheses in filter 

bank one, several restarts will occur.  The MMAE was given a chance to synchronize the 

filter banks with the signal.  When three restarts happen in a row, filter bank one was 

switched to filter bank two.  All variables were reinitialized, including the number of 

restarts and the number of R-waves detected.  If the signal did not match the hypotheses 

in filter bank two, three restarts in a row happened again and bank two was switched out 

for bank three.  All variables were again reinitialized and the algorithm starts over.   

3.10 Overall MMAE ECG Processing Algorithm Description   

The overall MMAE ECG processing algorithm is depicted in the flow diagram 

shown in Figure 3-13.  Following the path through the diagram, first the MMAE is 

initialized as outlined in the initialization and restart routine.  Once the filter banks are 

synchronized with the signal, the MMAE begins the overall propagate and update 

routine.  Every sample is checked by the restart routine to ensure that the online filters are 

synchronized with the signal.  If a restart is needed, the restart routine is followed.  Next, 

the hypothesis swapping routine checks if the online filter hypotheses need to be swapped 

with offline hypotheses.  If a swap is needed, the interval calculation routine is run; if not, 

the algorithm continues processing data.   
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Figure 3-13.  MMAE ECG Processing Flow Chart with Subroutines 

 

After the intervals are calculated, the offline filter bank switching routine is used to check 

if offline filter banks can better match the signal measurements.  The algorithm continues 

processing ECG data until the signal end.     

3.11 Summary 

This chapter looked at the overall algorithm description.  It gave the iterative 

process for developing the ECG processing algorithm.  The algorithm development flow 

diagram was used to develop and evaluate the MMAE hypothesis models methodically.  

First, time domain and frequency domain signal processing techniques were used to 
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develop a mathematical signal model and its individual characteristic segments.  A 

transfer function was developed to approximate the signal segments’ first derivatives’ 

power spectral density estimates.  An MMAE was used in a parameter estimation scheme 

to determine which hypothesis was correct.  The Bayesian MMAE algorithm was 

changed to the MAP implementation.  The hypotheses were then paired down to two 

from the possible four hypotheses taking advantage of the segment order information.  

The T-wave model was changed from one hypothesis model to a set of three sequential 

hypotheses to help the MMAE track the T-wave better than the first filter bank.  Two 

new filters banks were also developed, each with lower WGN input strengths.  In 

addition, a heart rate determination algorithm was developed based on the knowledge of 

when the QRS complex hypothesis is correct.  Finally, a filter bank-switching algorithm 

was developed based on heart rate.  Chapter 4 will give the MMAE ECG processing 

algorithm test results.        
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4. Analysis of Results 

4.1 Overview 

This chapter analyzes the MMAE ECG processing algorithm using actual ECG 

signals.  The algorithm is tested using 20 signals from the MIT ECG database and 120 

minutes of ECG data from an animal exsanguination.  The analysis focused on: (1) the 

algorithm’s ability to stay synchronized with the signal, (2) the P-wave, R-wave, and T-

wave peak accuracies, and (3) the types of signals that this algorithm did and did not 

process well.  The signals challenged the MMAE because they did not always match the 

characteristic ECG waveform model.  The major cause for model discrepancies was due 

to ECG lead placements on the body.  The following sections will analyze several 

representative examples, including successful performance with detailed analysis of why 

the algorithm performed well.  Furthermore, a representative example indicating poor 

performance is included in the analysis with an explanation as to why the MMAE did not 

perform well under sub-optimal conditions.  Finally, the animal exsanguination ECG data 

is analyzed in detail to show the MMAE’s performance in a real-world life-threatening 

situation.  Figures for all signals analyzed in this research are found in Appendix A.         

4.2 MIT ECG Signal Analysis 

The MMAE ECG processing algorithm was used to analyze 20 ECG signals 

obtained from the MIT ECG database and used in the system model development in 

Chapter 3.  The algorithm’s ability to detect the R-waves accurately and to determine the 

heart rate was first analyzed.  The R-wave detection accuracy was defined as follows: 
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R-wave

R-wave + Restart
Accuracy =  (4.1) 

where  

 R-wave  = number of R-waves detected correctly 

 Restart   = number of restarts during the processing 

The accuracy measured how well the algorithm determined the QRS complex location.  It 

was penalized for restarts and was penalized for missed R-waves.  For example, if the 

algorithm quickly restarted itself, it may have had several restarts but missed few R-

waves.  Conversely, if the algorithm has had many restarts and detected few R-waves, it 

had a low score.  It was found that even though the MMAE algorithm restarted when 

required, it never incorrectly identified an R-wave and failed to restart.  Thus, the R-wave 

count contains only true R-wave peaks, not T-wave or P-wave peaks that may be 

identified before a restart.  Therefore, the heart rate plot contains no intervals where the 

R-wave peak may have been incorrectly identified.   

The algorithm hinged on correctly finding the QRS complex, restarting the 

algorithm if it did not, and calculating the QT and the PR intervals when possible.  Note 

that the algorithm scored above 0.90 for 14 out of 20 signals with 8 perfect runs, and 

scored below 0.50 two times.  The algorithm scoring is shown in Table 4-1, clearly 

showing the measurement lead effect on the MMAE algorithm’s performance.  Typically, 

the algorithm scored well when the signal was from lead V4, but did not score well when 

the signal was from lead III.  This accuracy score was very important to the MMAE 

algorithm’s performance analysis.   
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Table 4-1.  MMAE ECG Processing Algorithm Scoring  

Sample Signal R-Wave Detected Restarts Accuracy Lead
ECG 3 1 55 2 96.49% V4

2 16 29 35.56% MLIII
ECG 5 1 52 0 100.00% V4

2 19 17 52.78% MLIII
ECG 11 1 53 35 60.23% MLIII

2 56 1 98.25% V4
ECG 13 1 9 40 18.37% MLIII

2 60 0 100.00% V4
ECG 19 1 57 0 100.00% V4

2 56 8 87.50% MlIII
ECG 21 1 72 0 100.00% V4

2 66 6 91.67% MLIII
ECG 23 1 70 4 94.59% V4

2 70 4 94.59% MLIII
ECG  25 1 68 0 100.00% V4

2 67 0 100.00% MLIII
ECG 27 1 69 0 100.00% V4

2 66 0 100.00% MLIII
ECG 39 1 66 29 69.47% MLIII

2 74 3 96.10% V4  
 

Clearly, the algorithm scored well when the ECG lead placement measured all events in 

the characteristic ECG waveform.  In the following sections, three sample signals will be 

analyzed.             

4.2.1. Sample ECG 3 Signal 1 and Other Fine Performance Examples 

ECG 3 was from modified Lead III and Lead V4 (a chest lead rather than a limb 

lead, as discussed in Chapter 2).  This sample clearly shows the MMAE algorithm’s good 

and bad performance throughout the ECG sample.  Signal 1 from lead V4 followed the 

characteristic ECG waveform as expected by the MMAE.  The processed results are 

shown in Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-5.  Figure 4-1 shows the ECG signal with the MAP 
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hypothesis overlaid.  The hypotheses are strictly a one or two, corresponding to the online 

hypothesis filter number.  Note that the hypotheses were brought online according to the 

swapping method outlined in Chapter 3.      

 

Figure 4-1.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 3 Signal 1 

 
The hypothesis swapping, as demonstrated Figure 4-1, worked well except for the cases 

noted where the P-wave hypothesis was declared correct after the peak of the P-wave.  

The restart algorithm’s performance worked well, as shown by the restart declared at 

0.204 minutes and the algorithm accurately locked onto the next QRS complex.  The 

restart was declared because the low frequency filter did not match the positive slope to 

negative slope change well and the scalar likelihood quotient went above the pre-

specified restart value of 10.  While a higher restart value would have allowed the 
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MMAE to continue with the hypothesis swapping without the restart, the filter bank 

synchronized itself perfectly with the next QRS complex.  The first hypothesis filter 

caught the transition between the S-wave and the T-wave, the second T-wave filter 

caught the rise of the T-wave, and the third T-wave filter was declared to be correct right 

after the T-wave peak.  The filter then switched to a low frequency and low power 

hypothesis, and changed to the P-wave hypothesis at the T-wave offset.  The MMAE 

waited until the QRS complex was declared correct to take the P-wave filter offline and 

brought the first T-wave filter back online.        

The R-wave was consistently identified, yielding a well-formed heart rate plot as 

shown in Figure 4-2.   

 

Figure 4-2.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 Heart Rate 
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Note that the region between 0.15 to 0.20 minutes is caused by the two restarts.   The 

MMAE algorithm also identified the QT interval accurately.  The corrected QT interval, 

QTc, is a standard QT interval normalization method [4].  The QT interval was 

normalized based on heart rate, as shown in Equation (4.2).   

  
QT

QTc
RR

=  (4.2) 

The QTc interval is typically 0.40 sec [29].  The results of the QT interval and the QTc 

processing are shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4. 

 

Figure 4-3.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 QT Interval  
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the Q-wave time.  Visual Q-wave analysis showed that the declaration was approximately 

0.01 seconds late.  While this did not account for the 0.10 seconds difference between the 

average QTc interval and the QTc interval shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4, it did 

reveal a small error in the determination of the exact Q-wave time.  The QTc was 

consistently short for all cases.  In all signals, the QT interval was 0.01-0.05 seconds 

short because the QRS complex declaration actually occurred at the R-wave onset.  

However, if the QRS complex declaration is consistently a set number of samples late, it 

is plausible to simply declare the Q-wave the proper number of samples early.            

 

Figure 4-4.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 QTc Interval 

 
The PR interval was found accurately for all but five intervals, as shown in Figure 

4-5.  These intervals, two of which are shown in Figure 4-5 at 0.21 and 0.25 min, were 
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approximately 0.02 seconds shorter than the true PR interval.  This shortening was due to 

P-wave hypothesis being declared correct after the P-wave peak had occurred.  Note the 

shortening effects on the interval as shown in Figure 4-5 with the sharp negative dips 

occurring at 0.13, 0.21, 0.25, 0.65, and 0.89 min.   

 

Figure 4-5.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

The PR interval was short in other signals as well.  A QT and PR interval 

summary is shown in Table 4-2.  Note that ECG 3 signal 2, ECG 5 signal 2, ECG 11 

signal 1, and ECG 13 signal 1 were not analyzed because their QRS complex detection 

accuracy was below 0.60.  Recall that the MMAE algorithm hinges on correctly 

identifying the distinct QRS complex.  Therefore, it was not useful to evaluate the 
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accuracy of the subsequently determined intervals if this most important first interval was 

not determined correctly.  Note in Table 4-2 that the QT and PR interval accuracies were 

not analyzed if the signal did not have an accuracy score over 0.60, signified by the 

“N/A” designation.        

Table 4-2.  QT and PR Interval Accuracy for Accurately Detected R-wave 

Sample Signal Q-Wave Delay P-Wave Delay P-Wave Detected Late Declaration Accuracy
ECG 3 1 0.01 0.025 55 5 91.67%

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
ECG 5 1 0.025 -0.40 52 52 50.00%

2 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
ECG 11 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

2 0.02 0.01 56 16 77.78%
ECG 13 1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

2 0.015 0 60 0 100.00%
ECG 19 1 0.015 0 57 0 100.00%

2 0.035 0.01 56 16 77.78%
ECG 21 1 0.02 0 72 0 100.00%

2 0.025 0.01 66 32 67.35%
ECG 23 1 0.02 0.025 70 23 75.27%

2 0.05 0 70 0 100.00%
ECG  25 1 0.015 0.03 68 18 79.07%

2 0.03 0 67 0 100.00%
ECG 27 1 0.03 0.03 69 69 50.00%

2 0.02 0 66 0 100.00%
ECG 39 1 0.04 0.2 66 66 50.00%

2 0.03 0.03 74 74 50.00%  
 

Every signal has a delay in the QRS complex declaration, which results in a Q-

wave timing accuracy delay.  Every signal except ECG 5 and ECG 39 had at least one 

lead for which the R-waves and the P-waves were found accurately.  ECG 5 was a very 

good signal overall; however, in signal 1 the very prominent U-wave had a higher peak 

than the P-wave, accounting for the corresponding –0.40 sec P-wave declaration 

inaccuracy.  ECG 39 had other abnormalities that caused the algorithm to find the P-wave 

peak incorrectly and will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
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Individual filter tuning would allow the P-waves peaks in ECG 5 signal 1, ECG 

39 signal 2, and ECG 27 signal 1 to be found correctly.  The P-wave hypothesis in these 

signals was consistently declared to be correct after the P-wave peak.  While it may not 

be realistic to tune a filter to every signal in real-time, this may be applicable to post-

processing ECG data.  The tuning would be very slight and easy to accomplish, given 

that the R-wave performance was already very good and that the P-wave hypothesis was 

simply declared late.  An online Q adaptation algorithm may also solve this problem.  

This algorithm would recognize that the intervals are most likely in a specified time 

range, assuming that the signal contains no arrhythmias or other irregularities.  If the 

calculated interval is not in the proper range, the Q can be modified to improve 

performance.         

4.2.2. Sample ECG 3 Signal 2 and Other Examples of Poor Performance 

The ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 characteristics were very different from those of 

Signal 1, as shown in Figure 4-6.  The modified Lead III signal had no QRS complex 

from the characteristic waveform.  The R-wave was not present, slowing the center 

frequency of the QRS complex down because there was one fewer wave.  Additionally, 

the T-wave was inverted and the algorithm was expecting a positive wave.  The T-wave 

and the P-wave were lower in amplitude than in Signal 1, with the P-wave buried in the 

noise during the rest section.  This noise causes severe problems for the hypothesis-

swapping algorithm.  Consequently, the accuracy score for Signal 2 was the second 

lowest compared to all other accuracy scores.  The reason for the problems with the 

MMAE algorithm was very simple:  the hypothesis banks did not model the signal well.  
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As stated in Chapter 2, when a hypothesis does not model the true system well, the 

performance of the algorithm is poor.  Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, and Figure 4-9 

show the algorithm performance for a signal that contained waveforms not hypothesized 

in the filter bank.  Note the restart at 0.23 minutes and the generally poor hypothesis 

swapping performance in Figure 4-6.   

 

Figure 4-6.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 3 Signal 2 

 

The ECG 3 signal 2 shown in Figure 4-6 reveals other conditions in the signal that 

the algorithm cannot handle.  There was no positive deflection after the Q-wave, making 

the QRS complex actually a QS complex.  The algorithm identified the maximum value 

in the sample region where the QRS hypothesis was declared correct as opposed to a 
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wave minimum.  Additionally the T-wave had a negative deflection as opposed to the 

characteristic positive deflection from the baseline.  Again, the algorithm looks for the 

maximum in the sample area where the T-wave hypothesis was declared correct.  

Additional logic improvements in the MMAE algorithm can find the QS complex 

minimum and the T-wave minimum when necessary, as opposed to strictly finding a 

wave’s maximum.  Additionally, the algorithm could be improved by developing a 

hypothesis that recognizes when the P-wave is buried in noise, allowing the MMAE to 

continue processing the signal correctly.    

Figure 4-7 shows the heart rate from modified Lead III.  Compared to Figure 4-2, 

the information is not as dense, although it does give a heart rate indication.   

 

Figure 4-7.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 Heart Rate 
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The heart rate from Signal 2 was also accurate compared to that of Signal 1, meaning that 

it provides a rough but not precise heart rate indication at 56 BPM compared to the 55-60 

BPM shown in Figure 4-2.  The QT and QTc intervals from Signal 2 compare similarly 

to those from Signal 1.  The information contained in the algorithm output for the one-

minute period provided a rough QT interval indication, as shown in Figure 4-8.   

 

Figure 4-8.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 QT Interval  

 
When the QRS complex was correctly identified, the subsequent intervals could 

also be determined.  Thus, the QT interval plot followed a similar profile to the heart rate 

plot.  During signal sections where the QRS complex was not correctly identified, the QT 

plot showed a similar information shortage.       
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Figure 4-9.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 QTc Interval 

 
Figure 4-8 through Figure 4-10 clearly demonstrated that, if the QRS complex 

(and thus the heart rate) was not correct identified by the algorithm, the QT and PR 

intervals were not found correctly.  As a result, the QT and QTc plots contained the same 

low information density as the heart rate plots.   
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Figure 4-10.  ECG 3 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

 Signal and maximal probability analysis revealed why the MMAE algorithm did 

not process this signal well.  The P-wave signal strength was almost indistinguishable 

from the noise in the signal between the R-waves.  In addition, the filter was not tuned 

well for the small T-wave amplitude compared to the T-wave amplitude seen in Signal l.    

The other signals where the MMAE algorithm did not perform well each have 

waveforms or irregularities in the signal that were not modeled.  Table 4-3 lists the 

various irregularities present in each signal.  The algorithm is expecting a positive, 

distinct QRS complex, along with positive, distinct T-waves and P-waves, and it does not 

have models to process irregularities in the signal.      
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Table 4-3.  ECG Sample Differences from Characteristic Waveform     

Sample Signal QRS Complex T-wave P-wave Irregularities
ECG 3 2 Negative Negative Low strength None
ECG 5 2 Positive Low strength Low strength None
ECG 11 2 Positive ST Depression Positive R'-wave
ECG 13 1 Positive Positive Positive None
ECG 19 2 Positive Negative Positive None
ECG 21 2 Positive Negative Positive None
ECG 23 1 Positive Dip Positive None
ECG  25 1 Positive Dip Positive None
ECG 27 2 Negative ST Depression Positive None
ECG 39 1 Positive ST Depression Positive R'-wave
ECG 39 2 Positive ST Depression Positive None  

 

Note that Table 4-3 does not show a medial diagnosis based on the ECG signal 

but rather identifies characteristics in the signal that did not fit the hypothesized ECG 

segment models.  These irregularities can be processed using the MMAE with additional 

specifically tuned ECG segment models.  Specifically, the QRS complex may be positive 

or negative depending on the lead used, and may be a warning indicator that can be used 

in future models, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.3.  Conversely, a depressed ST 

segment is an indicator of cardiac ischemia, or lack of oxygen in an area of the heart 

muscle.  An R’-wave, or a second R-wave, is also an indicator that can be used for 

medical condition diagnosis.      

4.3 Animal Exsanguination ECG Data 

The animal exsanguination ECG data obtained from Qualia Computing, Inc. [1] 

was especially difficult to process due to the changing heart rate, changing waveform, 

and changing signal to noise ratio.  The MMAE algorithm’s accuracy based on 400-

second intervals is shown in Table 4-4.   
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Table 4-4.  MMAE ECG Processing Score for Exsanguination Data   

Sample Signal Time, min R-Wave Detected Restarts Accuracy
Q 1 0-6.67 865 10 98.86%
Q 2 6.67-13.33 816 23 97.26%
Q 3 13.33-20.00 790 137 85.22%
Q 4 20.00-26.67 699 132 84.12%
Q 5 26.67-33.33 692 35 95.19%
Q 6 33.33-40.00 729 2 99.73%
Q 7 40.00-46.67 756 3 99.60%
Q 8 46.67-53.33 792 15 98.14%
Q 9 53.33-60.00 722 123 85.44%
Q 10 60.00-66.66 814 7 99.15%
Q 11 66.66-73.33 880 0 100.00%
Q 12 73.33-80.00 945 1 99.89%
Q 13 80.00-86.67 1157 31 97.39%
Q 14 86.67-93.33 1105 126 89.76%
Q 15 93.33-100.00 1306 90 93.55%
Q 16 100.00-106.67 932 536 63.49%
Q 17 106.67-113.33 994 502 66.44%
Q 18 113.33-120.00 1085 510 68.03%  

 

Note from Table 4-4 that the MMAE algorithm has an accuracy score above 0.90 

in 12 out of the 18 signal sections.  The score rises and falls in Samples 1 through 9 due 

to the changing waveform.  The score drops again in Samples 14 to 18 because of 

declining signal amplitude and increased noise on the characteristic waveform.  Although 

the accuracy scores drop during segments of the signal, the heart rate was still determined 

very well.  As shown in Figure 4-11, until the 86-minute mark in the data set, the heart 

rate was tightly packed, except every 20 minutes from the 16-minute mark onwards.  The 

seemingly incorrect heart rate data at approximately 38 and 78 minutes was correct.  

Visual confirmation of these heart rates showed that the algorithm correctly tracked the 

quickly decreasing and increasing heart rate.  The processing results are shown in Figure 

4-11 through Figure 4-14.   
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Figure 4-11.  Animal Heart Rate During Exsanguination 

 
Note the seamless transition between filter bank models at 165 BPM and again at 195 

BPM, which were brought online by simply changing the bank used to select the two 

online hypotheses.     

While the heart rate plot does not show significant noise, the QT interval and the 

QTc interval both display significant noise, as shown in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13.   
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Figure 4-12.  Animal Exsanguination QT Interval 

 

Note in Figure 4-12 how the QT interval starts out very short compared to an 

average QT interval and then get significantly shorter as the heart rate increases.  This 

effect is also shown in the QTc interval plot in Figure 4-13.  The QTc interval starts out 

at approximately 0.31 seconds, significantly shorter than the normal 0.40 second 

corrected interval and then continues to decline.   
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Figure 4-13.  Animal Exsanguination QTc Interval 

 

As noted in Section 4.2.1, the Q-wave determination was questionable with the 

MMAE algorithm.  While most of the noise stems came from the noisy signal and poor 

accuracy in determining the T-wave peak amidst the other extraneous peaks, some 

inaccuracies stem from the Q-wave determination.  Note that, even when the QT interval 

was corrected for heart rate, it was still falling throughout the experiment.  The PR 

interval was also noisy in several signal segments, as shown in Figure 4-14.  Figure 4-14 

also shows the PR interval variance.  This variance is related to the RR interval variance 

and shows the balance between the PNS and the SNS (see Section 2.2.1.2).  Note that the 

variance initially increases dramatically, then decreases.      
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Figure 4-14.  Animal Exsanguination PR Interval and PR Interval Variance 

 

The PR interval determination results did not have the problem noted in some MIT 

signals, namely the shortened interval.  Visual signal inspection confirmed that the PR 

interval determination was accurate with few late P-wave hypothesis declarations.  

However, in sections where the signal was noisy and the R-wave determination was 

difficult, the P-wave determination was even more difficult.  Note the sampling effects on 

the PR interval, shown by the discritized PR interval values.  A correct QRS complex 

hypothesis did not guarantee the P-wave peak accuracy due to the other spikes or peaks 

in the signal.  The next sections will analyze the problem areas in the signal, specifically 

samples Q 4 and Q 9, Q 14, and Q 16, Q 17, and Q 18.   
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4.3.1. Analysis of Problem Samples Q4 and Q9 

The first challenge for the MMAE ECG processing algorithm came from data set 

Q 4.  Physiological changes within the animal caused large amounts of electrical noise 

between R-waves.  As shown in  

Figure 4-15, the T-waves and the P-waves were indistinguishable from the other 

peaks between R-waves.  This caused havoc for the hypothesis-swapping algorithm and 

resulted in degraded performance, as the accuracy score for sample Q 4 in Table 4-4 

reflects.  Note that, while the performance did degrade, the MMAE ECG processing 

algorithm was able to handle this noisy signal and give an adequate, although not perfect, 

processing output in the form of heart rate, QT interval, and PR interval.         

 

Figure 4-15.  Representative ECG Sample from Q 4 with MAP Hypothesis 
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Note in Figure 4-15 that the noise level made the T-wave and P-wave almost 

indistinguishable in most cases.  While in some cases the algorithm was able to continue 

switching the online hypotheses and maintaining lock with the QRS complex, such as the 

RR interval centered at 4.58 minutes, at other times the algorithm was confused by the 

many signal spikes.  While these spikes may have had both the frequency content and 

amplitude consistent with the hypothesized T-wave or P-wave, the MMAE algorithm’s 

accuracy in determining these waveforms is questionable at best in the presence of severe 

noise.   

Data sample Q 9 had similar problems to Q 4 due to increased noise between the 

R-waves.  Another noisy signal MAP hypothesis output example is shown in Figure 4-16. 

 
Figure 4-16.  Representative ECG Sample from Q 9 with MAP Hypothesis 
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The shape of the T-waves and P-waves was distinguishable from the noise.  However, as 

in Q 4, the MMAE ECG processing algorithm was able to output valuable information 

even with a noisy signal.  While the algorithm did not catch every R-wave, T-wave and 

P-wave correctly, it was still able to extract 85% of the R-waves, as denoted by its 

accuracy score.  Note the extraneous noise spikes in the signal between the R-waves and 

the corresponding hypothesis swapping algorithm incapacitation at approximately 4.6 

minutes.  At other times, such as at the RR interval starting at 4.58 minutes, the MMAE 

algorithm was robust in handling the lower noise level.  An alternative hypothesis can be 

developed for this case focusing only on the QRS complex, while not hypothesizing the 

T-wave or P-wave.  Logic can also be developed to switch to a filter bank that looks for 

the QRS complex only.  While this does not extract all the signal information, it does 

allow the algorithm to continue processing and extracting heart rate information.       

4.3.2. Analysis of Problem Sample Q 14 

While the performance in Q 14 was very good overall with an accuracy score of 

0.90, this signal provides challenges for the MMAE ECG processing algorithm because it 

was actually between filter banks.  The signal strength was decreasing and, while the 

hypothesis filter banks could account for this change, the signal strength was not high 

enough for the first bank and was too high for the second bank that was switched to at a 

165 BPM heart rate.  The filter bank was better matched to the signal strength in middle 

to end of Q 15.  Note that most of the restarts in Q 15 came during the first 2 minutes.     
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Figure 4-17.  Representative ECG Sample from Q 14 with MAP Hypothesis   

 

The filter bank was switching hypotheses very rapidly as shown in Figure 4-17.  

The heart rate was increasing above 180 BPM, or three beats per second.  This means that 

the hypothesis-swapping algorithm must correctly declare a hypothesis to be correct 18 

times in one second.  While the QRS complex width stayed approximately the same 

width as at the data set start, the T-wave width was approximately half its original width.  

The T-wave was also not as steep or pronounced as the T-waves at the signal start.  

Moreover, the T-wave and the P-wave were getting consistently closer together, 

indicating that the filter models were becoming inadequate for this high-speed signal.  
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Again, the performance was very good overall.  However, the performance could be 

improved by looking at other modeling options for this signal type.     

4.3.3. Analysis of Problem Sample Q 16, Q 17, Q 18 

Samples Q 16, Q 17, and Q 18 at the end of the data file were extremely weak.  

Comparing the signal amplitudes, the R-wave was as big as the T-wave before it 

disappeared and the S-wave dominated the signal.  When the R-wave was so small, the 

filter could distinguish the R-wave from the other peaks based solely on the signal 

frequency content.  The R-wave is a much higher frequency signal than the T-wave or P-

wave, as shown in Chapter 3.  However, much of the success of the R-wave 

determination has been based on both its very distinguishable amplitude and frequency 

content.  When the R-wave disappeared completely in sample Q 18, the signal no longer 

fit the characteristic ECG waveform as expected by the hypothesis filter bank.  This 

change in the QRS complex is different from ECG 3 Signal 1 and ECG 27 Signal 2 

because this lead used previously had an R-wave.  ECG 3 Signal 1 and ECG 27 Signal 2 

used leads that may not show the positive R-wave.  This change in QRS complex shape 

may be a warning indicator that the MMAE can generate.  Note also that the extremely 

high, over 200 BPM heart rate significantly shortened the interval between the T-wave 

and the P-wave.  In some cases, this resulted in a continuous curve between the two 

waves, without the “rest” period as required in the hypothesis model.  Note in Figure 

4-18 how the T-waves and P-waves were essentially one dynamic segment.     
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Figure 4-18.  Representative ECG Sample from Q 17 with MAP Hypothesis   

 

The high heart rate caused the filter probabilities to flow very quickly.  A better 

representation for this signal type may use fewer hypothesis models allowing the 

hypothesis declaration to stay constant for more samples.  This may aid the filter-

swapping algorithm and improve performance in high heart rate cases.        

4.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the MMAE ECG processing test results.  The algorithm 

was tested on 20 signals from the MIT ECG database and animal exsanguination data.  

Test parameters included the algorithm’s identification accuracy for the R-wave, P-wave, 
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and T-wave.  An accuracy score was assigned to each processed signal based on the 

number of R-waves detected and number of restarts in the algorithm during the 

processing.  This score was most important because, if this score was not high, the other 

intervals could not accurately be determined based on the algorithm flow.   

MIT ECG database signals generally fell into two categories:  those that the 

algorithm processed well and those that the algorithm processed poorly.  The reasons for 

this generalization were also investigated.  It was found that, when the electrode lead 

measured a signal that was accurately modeled in the hypothesis filter banks, the MMAE 

could accurately calculate the conditional probability for each segment’s hypothesis 

model.  The MMAE could handle noisy signals to some extent.  However, the ECG 

characteristic waveform needed to be distinguishable from other signal segments in these 

cases.  The T-wave peak was determined precisely if the QRS complex could be 

accurately determined.  The P-wave peak was more difficult to determine, mainly due to 

its lower amplitude or noise during the rest period.  In some signals, the P-wave 

hypothesis was declared correct after the P-wave peak, causing a PR interval shortening, 

erroneously representing the true signal by approximately 0.01 to 0.03 seconds.  

Specifically tuning the hypothesis banks to the individual signal would solve this problem 

and make the MMAE algorithm more robust.  The QT interval was shortened because the 

QRS complex hypothesis was declared correct at the R-wave onset, approximately 0.01 

to 0.05 seconds after the Q-wave onset.   

In contrast, the algorithm did not work well when the signal was not well modeled 

in the hypothesis filter banks mainly due to the electrode lead placement.  Two signals 

had two R-waves in the QRS complex, four signals had an ST segment depression, and 
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one signal did not have a P-wave.  The algorithm was still able to give a heart rate, QT 

interval, and PR interval indication.  Additional models can be created for these signal 

types to allow the MMAE to process signals with these characteristics.  

Data from an animal exsanguination was also tested with the processing 

algorithm.  This signal presented a varying heart rate, changing waveforms, and changing 

signal strength to challenge the MMAE.  The algorithm performed well when the signal 

was well modeled in the hypothesis bank, and was robust when processing noisy samples 

that did not make the T-waves or P-waves indistinguishable from other spikes.  The filter 

bank seamlessly switched at 165 BPM which corresponded with decreasing signal 

strength, demonstrating that other filter banks can be easily brought online if required.  

The MMAE did have problems in four sections of the signal where noise and buried P-

waves became a problem.   

Overall, this algorithm worked exceptionally well considering that no individual 

tuning was required for each signal after the models were developed.  Improvements to 

the algorithm are possible, allowing the MMAE to be robust in its capabilities.           
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Overview 

The research presented in this thesis sets the foundation for the long-term research 

goal to build a real-time personnel navigation and physiological monitoring system.  The 

system will contain four components: (1) physiological sensors including respiration 

sensors and ECG sensors, (2) personal navigation using GPS, (3) wireless transmission 

capabilities, and (4) physiological data processing and warning software.  The 

physiological sensor theory was presented in detail, including ECG and pulse oximetry 

theory, in Chapter 2.  It was shown that the ECG signal not only provides information 

about the activities in the heart, but also provides information about the autonomic 

nervous system (ANS), which controls many of the automatic activities in the body.  

From the relationships in the characteristic ECG waveform timing, it is possible to gain 

insight into ANS activity.  Additionally, a GPS overview and its benefits to the overall 

system were presented.  Finally, Kalman filtering and MMAE theory was shown to 

provide a basis for the ECG processing algorithm.   

This research focused on developing an ECG processing algorithm capable of 

determining the heart rate, QT interval, and PR interval.  This is the first known research 

effort using adaptive estimation to attempt to segment the ECG signal using a Kalman 

filter or MMAE.  The MMAE is robust in that it calculates a conditional probability for 

each model in the filter bank, assessing as to which model best represents the true system 

as seen from the measurements.  The system models were based on the QRS complex, T-

wave, and P-wave power spectral density estimates.  Hypothesis filter banks were 
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developed based on the signal strength and the bandpass filter center frequency.  The 

MMAE generates a conditional probability for each model, with the highest probability 

corresponding to the filter hypothesis with the closest characteristic ECG signal segment.  

An additional algorithm was developed using the characteristic ECG waveform event 

order to reduce the number of online filters from four hypotheses to two hypotheses.  In 

addition, a probability-smoothing algorithm was developed based on the knowledge that 

the signal segments do not typically change in a short number of samples.  The algorithm 

was then tested against 20 signals from the MIT ECG database and 18 signals from the 

animal exsanguination data, totaling approximately 140 minutes in duration.   

5.2 Conclusion 

The MMAE ECG processing algorithm developed in this research performed 

extremely well when the signal of interest contained the ECG characteristic waveform 

components.  It was shown that the electrode lead placements measured different heart 

events and very clearly affected the MMAE algorithm’s performance.  In 12 out of the 38 

signals, 32 minutes of data, the ECG processing algorithm did not have a restart and 

perfectly found the heart rate.  Moreover, in 26 out of the 38 signals, the algorithm had an 

accuracy score over 0.90.  The overall MMAE ECG processing algorithm accuracy is 

shown in Table 5-1.  The accuracy score was broken up into all data sets processed 

(denoted “all”), those that fit the characteristic ECG waveform, but may have not fit it 

well (denoted “fit”), and those that fit the expected waveform well (denoted “best”).      
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Table 5-1.  Overall Algorithm Accuracy 

Data Set R-wave Restart Accuracy
MIT-all 1121 178 86.30%
MIT-fit 958 28 97.16%

MIT-best 633 10 98.44%
Animal-all 16079 2283 87.57%
Animal-fit 13068 735 94.68%
nimal-best 10542 354 96.75%
Total-all 17200 2461 87.48%
Total-fit 14026 763 94.84%

Total-best 11175 364 96.85%  
 

The first row in Table 5-1 shows the accuracy score for all MIT ECG signals 

processed including the lead III signals that tended not to contain the characteristic ECG 

waveform.  The 86.3% accuracy score is not the MMAE’s best performance because the 

models were not built to handle the varying waveforms seen in these signals.  When the 

signal set was reduced to those that contained only the characteristic ECG waveform, 

including some from lead III, the accuracy score jumped dramatically to 97.2%.  

Additionally, when the data set is reduced even further to include signals from just lead 

V4, the accuracy is 98.4%.   

The MMAE algorithm processed the animal ECG data with 87.5% accuracy for 

the whole data set.  Because the signal strength during the last three signal segments is 

very low, these last segments can be removed to form a data set that generally fits the 

MMAE models.  The accuracy score for the combined first 15 data sets was 94.7%.  

Finally, three noisy data segments where the T-wave or P-wave was indistinguishable 

from other extraneous signal peaks can also be removed.  The accuracy score for these 

“best” fit signal segments was 96.8%.   
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Finally, the combined total scores are also shown in Table 5-1.  For all data sets 

processed, the MMAE algorithm had an accuracy of 87.5%.  Again, this is a low number 

because many signal segments were from leads that did not contain the characteristic 

ECG waveform, were very noisy, or had low signal strength.  If the data sets are 

restricted to those containing the characteristic ECG waveform, the accuracy jumps to 

94.8%.  In addition, if the animal exsanguination signals that were very noisy were taken 

out, the accuracy would jump to 96.8%.  When the algorithm correctly found the QRS 

complex, it subsequently could find the T-wave peak and the P-wave peak with high 

probability.  The PR interval was at times shortened because the P-wave hypothesis was 

declared correct after the P-wave peak.  Additionally, it was shown that the Q-wave 

timing was consistently biased approximately 0.02 to 0.05 seconds after the true Q-wave 

onset.  However, the Q-wave marker can simply be placed back in time the appropriate 

number of samples.       

The algorithm’s weaknesses were also identified by the signals that it could not 

process with high accuracy.  The 12 signals where the algorithm did not perform well 

represent signals where the algorithm could not identify the T-waves or P-waves in the 

signal due to excess noise or the lead placement choice.  However, it is important to note 

that the hypothesis models were not developed based on these types of signals.  It was 

pointed out that additional models could easily be developed and integrated into the 

MMAE filter banks to make the MMAE ECG processing algorithm more robust.   

Using this unique technique, it has been exhibited for the first time, the temporal 

sequence of beat-to-beat time variation during severe blood loss over a period of several 

hours.  Such data should make possible the early detection of the cascade of events that 
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leads to fatal irreversible shock in severe injury accidents.  Such shock is the cause of 

death in 40% of civilian accident injury and 66% of wartime injury [25].  This analyzer 

could be easily added as a software update to the standard physiological monitors 

universally used in emergency vehicles and treatment facilities.         

5.3 Recommendations 

The MMAE ECG processing algorithm developed in this research showed 

promising results, and with further research will provide a firm foundation for a real-time 

personnel navigation and physiological monitoring system.  There are numerous 

recommendations for further research with the MMAE ECG processing algorithm.  The 

first area deals with the algorithm’s robustness, whereas the second area deals with the 

physiological warning system development.   

1. Developing a robust algorithm: 

a. The hypothesis-swapping algorithm is very similar to a hidden 

Markov model.  The MMAE can readily incorporate transition 

probabilities, clearly indicating the expected transition order such 

as QRS complex to T-wave, T-wave to rest, and rest to P-wave.  

Thus, the probability flow is controlled by the transition 

probabilities rather than the hypothesis-swapping algorithm.   

b. The MMAE can be implemented in a hierarchical structure when 

more models are added to extract other information from the ECG 

signal.  Many research efforts involving multiple failures and 

reconfigurable flight control system using the MMAE have 
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exploited the hierarchical structure [8, 11, 20, 31].  This theory can 

also be applied to the ECG segmentation algorithm to make the 

hypothesis swapping a parallel implementation as opposed to this 

algorithm’s sequential nature.          

c. The algorithm currently switches filter banks based on heart rate, if 

the algorithm has to restart three times in a row at the beginning of 

a data set, or by manually giving the MMAE a different filter bank.  

While this worked well in the animal exsanguination data sets 

where lower signal levels coincided with an increased heart rate 

and the MIT data sets where the filter bank did not have to change, 

during long duration processing this may not be the case.  Thus, it 

would be advantageous to develop an algorithm to switch the 

proper filter banks into the MMAE. 

d. When the MMAE filter banks can be switched in and out 

automatically, additional banks can be created with hypothesized 

arrhythmias.  This bank can run in parallel to the other banks, 

looking just for the arrhythmias.  An additional conditional 

probability calculation can be made to determine if an arrhythmia 

occurred. 

e. Additional hypothesis models can be developed based on the RR, 

PR, and QT intervals.  The statistics of these intervals may contain 

valuable information, as researched in Chapter 2.  Gustafson and 

Willsky [17] have already done work in this area to detect 
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arrhythmias.  However, these models can be developed to detect 

other physiological problems.   

f. The filter banks were originally tuned and developed based on the 

QRS complex.  The QRS complex was readily distinguishable 

from the other waveforms and its model was significantly different 

from the other models.  This motivates online Q adaptation for the 

QRS complex hypothesis.  The stronger the signal, the higher the 

QRS complex model scalar likelihood quotient.  Thus, an online 

tuning algorithm can be developed to keep the likelihood quotient 

in a pre-specified range. 

g. Online Q adaptation can also be applied to the entire filter bank.  

The MMAE algorithm works best when the two online filters are 

significantly different.  The dichotomy between the hypotheses 

aids the hypothesis-swapping algorithm, allowing it to switch the 

filter banks at the correct position in the ECG characteristic 

waveform.  The distinction is best seen in the scalar likelihood 

quotient.  The likelihood quotient for the QRS complex hypothesis 

should be on the order of the number of measurements.  However, 

when the algorithm performed well, the likelihood quotient for the 

hypotheses before or after the QRS complex hypothesis was 

consistently an order of magnitude higher than during the QRS 

segment. 
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h. The MMAE filter bank assumes that the signal follows the 

characteristic ECG waveform.  If the signal between the R-waves 

is extremely noisy or a waveform is missing, another filter bank 

can be brought online capable of handling these cases.   

i. The ST segment was not calculated in this algorithm.  The ST 

segment can also contain valuable information, as an ST segment 

below a baseline is a cardiac ischemia indicator.  This was seen is 

some of the MIT ECG samples, most significantly in ECG 39.  

Note that the MMAE had trouble with this signal.  Another bank 

can be brought online to process the ECG signal if this waveform 

change is detected.   

2. Physiological warning system development 

a. The physiological warning system must be developed based on 

actual doctor-verified dangerous physiological conditions.  

AFRL/HE has ECG data [59] from subjects in a centrifuge who 

have blacked out or undergone Gravity induced Loss of 

Consciousness (GLOC).  This data can be used for predicting a 

pilot’s black out during high intensity flying maneuvers and 

ultimately be incorporated into the flight control system.  GLOC is 

in many ways similar to severe internal bleeding such as the fact 

that blood is taken way from the brain and it pools in a section of 

the body, not allowing it to be pumped by the heart.  Thus, this 
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data may also be used to develop a warning system for severe 

injury. 

b. Verified data can also come from animal exsanguination data.  

Research is currently being done [1, 26] to investigate when the 

critical point occurs in the physiological signals of an 

exsanguinated animal.  After the critical point is reached, it may 

become extremely difficult to save the animal.  This data can be 

applied to a triage situation on the battlefield.  Triage is typically 

done by quickly determining both the heart rate and the blood 

pressure.  Additional information from the ECG signal can be used 

to triage battlefield casualties accurately.   

c. ECG data can be recorded with the LifeShirt® [62] using a human 

test protocol.  The protocol very rigorously specifies the test 

procedures and ensures that proper precautions are taken as not to 

injure the subjects.  The test can be conducted during flights in 

fighter aircraft, during fire-fighter training scenarios, or during 

military training exercises.   

d. Develop means to deal with motion artifacts during exercise or 

physical activity.  Many algorithms already exist to remove these 

artifacts, especially ECG units developed for exercise stress tests 

conducted in hospitals.  These algorithms can be used to 

preprocess the signal, or a model of the motion artifacts can be 

incorporated into the MMAE filters.   
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e. The code must be written in another language to speed up 

processing time for online use.  The code currently runs about half 

the speed of real-time because of the many matrices that are saved 

for post-processing.  Many of these matrices are not needed for 

online implementation and thus can be taken out of the code.  

Languages, particularly complied languages other than MATLAB® 

(i.e. Fortran, C, Basic) may run faster allowing the code to run in 

real-time 

f. Code must be written to display the important physiological data to 

the monitoring base station personnel.  The data displayed must 

balance the ability to understand the information by the monitoring 

personnel for quick interpretation, and the minimum data amount 

required to convey the person’s physiological health estimate.      

5.4 Summary 

The MMAE ECG processing algorithm performed exceptionally well when the 

“tool” was used as designed.  The algorithm’s performance depends greatly on the lead 

choice, as demonstrated with the MIT ECG signals.  The algorithm can also process data 

from very challenging experiments with high accuracy.  The MMAE ECG algorithm 

provides a firm foundation for future research, including a physiological warning system.   
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Appendix A. MIT ECG Figures 

This appendix gives all figures generated when processing the MIT ECG data.  

Several representative examples were shown in Chapter 4.   

 

Figure A-1.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

 

Figure A-2.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-3.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-4.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 3 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-5.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-6.  ECG Sample 3 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-7.  ECG 3 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-8.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 3 Signal 2 
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Figure A-9.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-10.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-11.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 1 PR Interval 
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Figure A-12.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 5 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-13.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-14.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-15.  ECG Sample 5 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-16.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 5 Signal 2  

 

 

Figure A-17.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 1 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-18.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-19.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-20.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 11 Signal 1 
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Figure A-21.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-22.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-23.  ECG Sample 11 Signal 2 PR Interval 
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Figure A- 24.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 11 Signal 2  

 

Figure A-25.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-26.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-27.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-28.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 13 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-29.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 2 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-30.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-31.  ECG Sample 13 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-32.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 13 Signal 2  
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Figure A-33.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-34.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-35.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 1 PR Interval 
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Figure A-36.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 19 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-37.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-38.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-39.  ECG Sample 19 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-40.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 19 Signal 2  

 

Figure A-41.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 1 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-42.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-43.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-44.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 21 Signal 1  
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Figure A-45.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-46.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-47.  ECG Sample 21 Signal 2 PR Interval 
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Figure A-48.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 21 Signal 23  

 

Figure A-49.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-50.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-51.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-52.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 23 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-53.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 2 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-54.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-55.  ECG Sample 23 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-56.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 23 Signal 2  
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Figure A-57.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-58.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A- 59.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 1 PR Interval 
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Figure A-60.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 25 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-61.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-62.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-63.  ECG Sample 25 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-64.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Signal 25 Sample 2 

 

 

Figure A-65.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 1 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-66.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

 

Figure A-67.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-68.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 27 Signal 1  
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Figure A-69.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 2 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-70.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-71.  ECG Sample 27 Signal 2 PR Interval 
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Figure A-72.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Signal 27 Sample 2 

 

Figure A-73.  ECG Sample 39 Signal 1 Heart Rate 

 

Figure A-74.  ECG Sample 39Signal 1 QT Interval and QTc Interval 
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Figure A-75.  ECG Sample 39 Signal 1 PR Interval 

 

Figure A-76.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Sample 39 Signal 1  

 

Figure A-77.  ECG Sample 39 Signal 2 Heart Rate 
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Figure A-78.  ECG Sample 39 Signal 2 QT Interval and QTc Interval 

 

Figure A-79.  ECG Sample 39 Signal 2 PR Interval 

 

Figure A- 80.  Maximal Likelihood Filter Hypothesis for Signal 39 Sample 2   
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Appendix B. ION GPS-2001 Paper 

This appendix is a paper written for the ION GPS-2001 Conference in Salt Lake 

City, UT in September 2001.  This paper describes the long-term research goals for the 

personnel navigation and physiological monitoring system.  This research lays a 

foundation for the physiological warning indication system that the base station personnel 

will use during the monitoring process.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
An integrated system using a small, lightweight GPS 
receiver and physiological sensors is currently under 
development to monitor the health and performance of a 
team of outdoor workers, such as forest fire fighters, 
operating in hazardous situations.  Knowing each team 
member's physiological status and location is critical in 
performing dangerous missions in as safe and effective 
manner as possible.  By monitoring each team member's 
position and physical well being, the person coordinating 
a dangerous activity will be able to maximize the 
efficiency of the team from a location and performance 
standpoint.   
 
This paper presents the preliminary design of a real-time, 
lightweight, non-intrusive, and wearable vest capable of 
monitoring a person's outdoor location and physiological 
well-being.  An array of sensors including 
electrocardiography, blood volume pulse, skin 
temperature, and respiration rate are transmitted along 
with GPS position information to a remote base station.  
A mission coordinator can use a laptop computer for real-
time processing and analysis of the physiological data for 
signs of performance degradation, that may signal a need 
for relief.  Advanced software gives warning indications 
when physiological parameters are not in the proper 
range, making the job of monitoring large groups easier.    
 
By showing the correlation between performance (work 

quality), physiological data, and GPS provided position, 
one can effectively monitor a team member's well being 
and safety from a remote base station.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Little research has been done correlating the vital sign 
parameters and job performance of people working in 
hazardous environments.  Is it possible to predict 
performance to not allow a person to enter a dangerous 
situation if physiological parameters are not in required 
(safe) ranges?  In addition, is it possible to monitor the 
vital signs and position of a person or team while they are 
working?  A real-time system allowing the physiological 
and position monitoring of workers would create a safer 
work environment and may increase the efficiency of the 
work effort.     
 
For example, a forest fire fighter battling a quickly 
moving brush fire may become fatigued.  As dehydration 
and heat stress or other dangerous physical conditions set 
in, the person may dwell on job performance and not on 
the declining, and potentially dangerous decrease in 
physiological condition.  Knowing the physiological 
health and position of the fire fighter, the fire chief can 
order a rested replacement to the precise location, 
ensuring both increased team efficiency and team safety.   
 
In addition, combat requires precise situational awareness 
by a commander to ensure that the mission is 
accomplished quickly and efficiently while minimizing 
the loss of life.  At times, key missions are given to 
Special Forces teams, hinging the mission outcome on the 
ability of the team to complete the assignment in the 
required timeline.  If the team encounters unforeseen 
difficulties, a commander needs this information 
immediately.  Thus, timely decisions can be made 
including reinforcing the team, sending in search and 
rescue personnel to extract the team, or letting the team 
continue without interference.  
 
Other situations or jobs may also benefit from real-time 
monitoring from a central control station.  Doctors could 
monitor patients who remain in the comfort of their own 
home, performing their daily routine.  Coaches can tailor 
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training plans for athletes, given the immediate feedback 
of real-time monitoring.  Combat pilots could wear a 
monitoring system that one day would be linked with the 
avionics package, ensuring that if the pilot loses 
consciousness, the aircraft can attempt to recover itself to 
a safe ejection altitude and attitude.  Finally, real-time 
monitoring could aid the search and recover effort of 
downed aircrew members.     
      
PHYSILOGICAL RESEARCH TO DATE 
 
Extensive research at AFIT into motion sickness using 
electroencephalography (EEG) sets a precedent for 
physiological research at this institution [3], [50], [56], 
[63].  AFIT has worked with the Air Force Research Lab 
Human Effectiveness Directorate’s (AFRL/HE) motion 
sickness research.  AFRL/HE studies the effects of 
various levels of gravity (g’s) in a centrifuge while using 
various techniques trying to overcome physical 
difficulties when flying.   
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) is very interested in the causes of motion 
sickness.  Using non-invasive physiological monitoring, 
NASA has developed a biofeedback system that will train 
people to gain control of their physiological responses.  
The system is much more compact than the system used 
onboard the aircraft, using sensors attached to a shirt, a 
belt mounted recording device, and a wrist display unit.  
The system can measure ECG, electromyography (EMG) 
of leg and arm muscles, electroencephalography (EEG), 
electro-oculography (EOG), electrogastrogrphy (EGG), 
skin temperature, blood volume pulse, blood pressure, and 
skin conductance levels.  Also, tri-axial accelerometers 
are used to give the position of the head.  The data 
recorder also includes electronic circuitry to process the 
data, batteries, and computer connections  [47].   
 
Relating physiological parameters to a person’s work is 
also of interest.  Nakra [46] created the Conductor’s 
Jacket to measure physiological parameters and gestures 
of a symphony conductor during a performance.  
Essentially a tuxedo jacket with physiological sensors 
woven in, 16 different parameters were analyzed in real-
time on a personal computer.  The physiological 
parameters include respiration rate, heart rate, galvanic 
skin response (GVR), and muscle activity.  Analysis of 
the physiological responses of the conductor and the 
music revealed strong correlation between the conductor’s 
gestures, physiological responses, and tendencies with the 
dynamics of the music.  
   
The Indy Racing League (IRL) is interested in using 
physiological monitoring to increase the safety of its 
drivers.  Using the LifeShirt® by Vivometrics, an Indy 
car driver was monitored during the 2001 Indy 500.  Dr. 
Steve Olvey, CART Racing Medical Director, suggests 

that knowing the physiological parameters of the driver 
during race will help crews increase the safety of the 
driver and will allow medical teams to understand the 
severity of injuries immediately after a crash.  
Understanding how the body responds to the stress of a 
race can also lead to better training regimens [45].    
 
Wearable sensor systems are also being developed by 
others.  The Defense Advanced Projects Research Agency 
(DARPA) recently sponsored an initiative to develop a 
system that will enable the Medical Corps to perform 
“virtual triage.”  Designated the Georgia Tech Wearable 
Motherboard™ (GTWM), the creators suggest that for the 
first time there is a systematic way to monitor vital signs 
unobtrusively.  Plastic fiber optic cords are woven into the 
shirt, which also allows the shirt to sense “projectile 
penetration.”  While the shirt was originally developed to 
minimize loss of life on the battlefield and to assist triage 
procedures, it also lends itself well to civilian healthcare 
scenarios.  Much like the dental community has shifted its 
focus to preventative care, the GTWM could focus other 
health care communities from “treatment to prevention 
through wellness.”  Taking a virtual reality approach to 
health care, the GTWM could improve the quality of care 
while reducing costs [14].  
 
The GTWM uses a flexible wiring bus to connect the 
sensors.  It also incorporates DARPA’s personnel status 
monitor (PSM) type of sensor connectors, enabling the 
shirt to include previously developed non-invasive sensor 
technology.  While the shirt sounds intriguing, only 
respiration, ECG, and projectile monitoring have been 
tested [14].  The shirt has a capability to use other sensors 
such as environmental carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors, 
useful in fire-fighting applications, voice monitors, and 
other physiological sensors.  The shirt also has several 
other applications because of its configurable and tailored 
design.  These applications include sports or performance, 
fire fighter, or law enforcement, specialized health care 
including telemedicine, and aircrew monitoring [14].   
 
Other areas of interest are physiological responses to 
exercise, including the relationship of perceived work and 
performance.  While heart rate monitors available today 
can tell a runner or biker his heart rate, and some can even 
store data, there is no correlation between the heart rate 
and position in a run or ride.  For example, if a runner’s 
heart rate increases rapidly over a 30 second interval, did 
the increase occur because he run up a hill or increase his 
pace?  An intriguing new development is the ability to 
place a GPS receiver on a person and collect heart rate 
data at the same time.  By using position, velocity, and 
heart rate information as another training aid in a coach’s 
“tool box,” racers will increase their performance.  Using 
evaluation software on a personal computer (PC), GPS 
data and heart rate data were displayed in graph form 
showing heart rate, position and instantaneous velocity.  
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A second prototype will include a spread spectrum 
transceiver so that real-time monitoring can occur.  Using 
an OEM GPS receiver card, batteries, a microcontroller, a 
900 MHz transceiver system, and real-time software, a 
coach can monitor the pace and give instantaneous 
feedback if his runner or biker needs to speed up or slow 
down to meet training goals [42].  
   
Finally, real time monitoring in perhaps the harshest of 
conditions was accomplished in 1999.  Dr. Richard Satava 
at Yale University used a vital signs monitoring system 
(VSM) including ECG, heart rate and skin temperature 
sensors, a GPS receiver, and a transceiver, to monitor 
climbers on Mount Everest from a base station.  FitSense 
Technologies designed the system which can be custom 
configured for other applications.  Using radio frequency 
(RF) transmission, each of the sensors was connected to a 
data hub where the data was time stamped using GPS 
time.  Up to 16 sensors can be supported by the VSM, 
with up to 16 people in the same area.  Running for 10 
days on two AA batteries, the system collected data every 
15 seconds and transmitted data every 5 minutes, 
although the transmission rate is adjustable.  The system 
has a serial port for connection to a PC, Palm Pilot, or 
similar.  From the base station, data was transmitted using 
a TCP/IP satellite connection and then onto the Internet.  
Data was then displayed on a graphical user interface 
(GUI), which easily allowed changing to different 
climbers.  The authors remark that numerous applications 
of the VSM such as hospitals, nursing homes, space, and 
others are possible given that the VSM worked so well in 
extreme environments, and that as more non-invasive 
sensors are added to the system, the “physiologic cipher 
will become less of a mystery and more of a quality 
control asset” [53]. 
 
THE GPS ADVANTAGE 
 
GPS provides an information advantage previously not 
attainable when monitoring patients.  Position anywhere 
on the Earth can now be determined very precisely with a 
GPS receiver.  Using GPS, correlation between 
physiological “events” and position give new insights into 
the physiological response of the body at a given instant 
in time and a given location.  This correlation will lead to 
new training methods for athletes, increased job safety in 
dangerous working environments, increased information 
for commanders of military forces, law enforcement, or 
public safety personnel.   
 
GPS currently uses a constellation of 31 satellites in a 
medium earth orbit of 10,900 nautical miles (26,560 km) 
or 20,200 km above the earth.   
 

 

Figure B- 1.  GPS Constellation 

Each satellite in the constellation transmits two different 
codes:  the coarse/acquisition code (C/A) and the 
precision (encrypted) [P(Y)] code.  The chipping rate of 
the C/A code is 1.023MHz and repeats every 1 ms. The 
chipping rate of the P(Y) code is 10.23 MHz and repeats 
every seven days.  The higher chipping rate of the P(Y) 
code results in more precise range measurements than for 
the C/A code.  The C/A code is modulated on a 1575.42 
MHz carrier frequency  (L1) and the P(Y) code is 
modulated on the 1575.42 MHz carrier and a 1227.60 
MHz carrier frequency (L2).   An ephemeris message 
transmitted at 50 Hz includes satellite clock correction 
parameters, satellite position and velocity parameters, and 
an almanac for all satellites.  The ephemeris message and 
clock parameters repeat every 30 seconds while the 
almanac repeats every 12.5 minutes [44].      
 
A GPS receiver has five basic functions: 1.  Receiver RF 
signals from each visible satellite; 2.  Separate the signals 
from each satellite; 3.  Determine signal transmit time and 
Doppler shift; 4.  Decode navigation message to 
determine satellite position; 5.  Estimate user position 
velocity, and time.  When the receiver is first turned on, it 
must search through all of the possible satellites and 
determine which satellites are visible.  Once all of the 
satellites in view are acquired and locked, the receiver can 
begin to estimate position, velocity, and time [44].   
 
Because the transmit time is inherent in the GPS signal, 
when the receiver is locked onto a satellite, it knows when 
the signal was sent and where the satellite was in the orbit 
at time of transmission.  Knowing, the transmit time 
(from the signal itself) and the receive time (from the 
receiver clock), a pseudorange between the receiver and 
the satellite can be calculated.  Essentially, the receiver 
must solve a linear algebra problem with four unknowns: 
X receiver position, Y receiver position, Z receiver 
position, and receiver clock error.  Thus, the receiver 
needs at least four satellites in view to estimate position, 
velocity, and time.   
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
 
This research focuses on a real-time monitoring system 
including wearable physiological sensors, a GPS receiver, 
wireless transmission capabilities, and monitoring 
software.  Physiological sensor and GPS information of a 
team member will be transmitted to a base station where 
the control station personnel will visually inspect the vital 
signs and position parameters of each person for signs of 
physical impairment or other problems that may lead to a 
hindrance in completing the mission.  The software will 
display information for any number of the team members, 
with the selectable vital signs of interest, in an organized 
and easy to interpret format.  Residual monitoring and 
filtering algorithms, failure detection algorithms, or other 
software will alert the monitor to dangerous physiological 
parameters.  Knowledge of an individuals precise location 
when dangerous parameters occur facilitates the process 
of immediately acting to remove the individual to safety 
where he may receive appropriate medical attention.    
  
USER REQUIREMENTS 
 
 The users of this system will operate in extreme 
environments including extreme heat, rain, and dirt and 
dust.  A person wearing this system will be very 
physically active, which may include running, crawling, 
rolling and climbing.  Thus, the system needs to be 
lightweight and comfortable for the wearer.  The system 
must be easy to don such that the sensors and other 
hardware are properly placed on the body.  Correct 
placement of the sensors on the body is paramount to 
ensure that accurate monitoring occurs.  The sensors need 
to be non-invasive, such that the wearer is not hindered by 
their presence.   
 
The system needs to transmit the physiological and 
position information up to approximately 20 miles in an 
outdoor environment.  (Future work will focus on 
integrating an indoor and outdoor transmission system 
capable of the physical location and physiological 
monitoring.)  Secure communication is not required at 
this time, but may be apart of future work. 
 
The sensors and other hardware worn by the user are only 
half of the system.  Software and a graphical user 
interface (GUI) allow position and physiological 
information of a team to be viewed in real-time.  The 
team coordinator can quickly switch between 
physiological parameters of interest or team members of 
interest.  The software alerts the monitor to potentially 
hazardous physiological parameters.  The monitoring 
personnel need not be medical practitioners to monitor the 
team.  Any person, such as a fire chief or military 
commander, should be able to effectively use this 
software to ensure the safety and efficiency of the team 
after a short training course.     

The following sensors are required for accurate estimation 
of physiological health:  electrocardiogram (ECG or 
EKG), respiration, pulse oxygen saturation, and skin 
temperature.  (Other sensors will be researched, including 
electroencephalography (EEG) and environmental CO2 
for certain applications).  An EKG sensor measures the 
electrical activity of the heart.  Useful information 
includes the heart rate and electrical waveform.  The 
waveform should follow the standard “P, Q, R, S, T, U” 
distinct electrical events in the heart [29].   
 

 

Figure B-2.  ECG Characterisitc Waveform [29] 

The time between “R” events follows a periodic 
oscillation known as the sinus arrhythmia.  A Fast Fourier 
Transform can show the degree of oscillation and can 
provide indications of dangerous physiological 
parameters if the normal sinus arrhythmia is not present 
[58].   
 
The respiration sensor gives indications of respiration rate 
and insight into breathing quality.  Two sensor locations 
are generally acceptable -- on the chest on the abdominal.  
One may wish to use both locations to get a better 
understanding of an individuals breathing pattern.  
Generally, one will see an increase in chest breathing 
when a person is excited, experiencing the effects of an 
aroused sympathetic nervous system.  Oppositely, one 
will see abdominal breathing dominate chest breathing 
when a person relaxes.     
 
A pulse oxygen sensor utilizes two wavelengths of light, 
one in the infrared spectrum (sensitive to oxy-
hemoglobin) and another in the red spectrum (sensitive to 
de-oxy-hemoglobin).  The amount of light passing 
through the tissue, to include blood vessels is measured 
using a photo detector.  Thus, pulse oximetry gives 
indications of blood oxygen content and heart rate.  The 
heart rate from the pulse oxygen sensor is a cross-check 
of the EKG heart rate.  While the respiration sensor will 
give indications as to how fast and how deeply a person is 
breathing, the oxygen content of the blood will relate the 
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respiration rate to how well the lungs are functioning.  
One drawback to pulse oximetry is that it can give 
spuriously high oxygen levels in the presence of carbon 
monoxide (CO) [33].  The pulse oxygen sensor does not 
give the amount of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the blood.  In 
applications such as fire fighting, it may be useful to use 
an environmental CO2 detector.                                                                                                                                                                     
 
DESIGN 
 
First design prototypes will use a commercial off-the-
shelf sensor package called LifeShirt®.  The LifeShirt® is 
currently seeking FDA approval for medical applications; 
however, because the LifeShirt® uses previously 
approved sensors and sensor data processing algorithms, 
the approval of the vest and sensor system is not a 
concern at this time.  Currently, the LifeShirt® includes 
EKG and respiration sensors.  The sensor data is sampled 
by a microcontroller and stored in a hand-held computer.  
After a monitoring session is over, the data is sent via the 
internet or mailed to Vivometrics for processing.  
 
Work with the LifeShirt® includes the incorporation of 
the sensors of interest, making the system wireless, 
designing real-time monitoring software, and validating 
the software against the results of post-processed data 
from Vivometrics.   
 

 

Figure B-3. LifeShirt® sensor vest and wired data 
recorder [61]  

A FreeWave 900 MHz transceiver is used as the wireless 
transmission device.  The FreeWave uses the RS-232 
asynchronous communication standard.  Thus, the data is 

packaged in eight bit bytes.  The FreeWave transceiver 
has a range of approximately 20 miles, line of sight.   
   

    
Figure B-4.  Freewave transceiver system 

The Superstar GPS receiver will be used.  It is a 12-
channel GPS receiver OEM module approximately the 
size of a pager.  A life-size picture is seen below:   
 
 

 

Figure B-5.  Superstar receiver OEM module [15] 

The Superstar can output selected NMEA messages 
including GGA, GSA, GSV, RMC, VTG, ZDA, and 
GLL.  This research effort only requires position and 
velocity information, so the recommended minimum 
message (RMC) is used.  This also facilitates the 
maximum transmission of physiological data.  The 
Superstar outputs position and velocity in RS-232 format, 
which is important for data transmission.      
 
The LifeShirt® sensors are sampled by the 
microcontroller and packaged in RS-232 format.  Thus, 
this data is also in the proper format for transmission.  
(Work with Vivometrics may include upgrading the 
microcontroller to be able to include more sensors or 
include the GPS right into the microcontroller).  
 The improved sensor package also includes the pulse 
oximetry sensor.  This sensor is a “hospital grade” Nonin 
fingertip sensor with Xpod data processing board.  The 
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Nonin data is in serial format and thus capable of 
integration with the GPS receiver and other sensors.  A 
drawback to the Nonin Xpod is the baud rate of 9600, 
which may limit the amount of data that can be 
transmitted, and the Xpod is highly susceptible to motion 
artifacts.     
 
CRITICAL ISSUES 
 
Several critical issues are involved with this research.  
Data processing algorithms are already written, validated, 
and approved by the FDA for the various physiological 
sensors.  The real-time software used in this application 
needs to be validated against these accepted algorithms.  
Thus, even when wireless transmission is capable, post 
processing done by Vivometrics will be used to validate 
the software.  LifeShirt® has several patents on their 
software; a cooperative research and development 
agreement (CRADA) needs to be signed before 
algorithms can be shared.  We need to develop real-time 
software capable of displaying team information, while 
maintaining the accuracy of the Vivometrics’ algorithms.   
 
Other issues include physiological sensor errors called 
motion artifacts.  When the body moves, gravity or other 
forces cause the capillaries or tissue under a sensor to 
change shape and volume.  While these changes may be 
very small, the accuracy of the sensors during these 
conditions must be determined and is critical to the 
success of this research.  Motion artifacts may 
incapacitate the sensor’s ability to accurately measure the 
physiological parameter of interest.   
 
DATA COLLECTION PHASES 
 
Data will be collected in four phases:  1.  Transmitting 
GPS and physiological data; 2.  Transmitting LifeShirt® 
and GPS data; 3.  Validating real-time algorithms against 
post-processed data from LifeShirt®; 4.   Team 
monitoring with validated software.  The focus of this 
research lies with the consequences or outcomes of real-
time monitoring with coordination at a central control 
station.  Thus, while the development and integration of 
the various sensors and systems is important, much work 
must be done to make the software and GUI easy to use, 
and to display data in a clear and concise manner.  
Currently there is great interest from local fire fighters to 
help test the real-time monitoring system during training 
exercises.  Other test environments such as a battlefield 
scenario are also being considered.   
 
The research is broken up into four phases, each with a 
critical milestone and culminates with the real-time 
monitoring of a team.  Phase 1 milestone involves the 
integration of the GPS data and senor data for wireless 
transmission.  In this phase, the focus will be on using the 
Nonin pulse oximetry sensor for integration with the 

Superstar GPS data.  Critical to this phase is the ability to 
multiplex the two data streams and transmit the 
information with the FreeWave.   
 
Phase 2 will focus on transmitting the LifeShirt® 
physiological data and the Superstar GPS data.  Issues in 
phase 2 include choosing the appropriate data rates, 
ensuring that the transceiver can handle the desired data 
rate, and ensuring that the data rate is high enough for 
accurate representation of the various sensor data.     
 
Phase 3 requires that the software developed for real-time 
monitoring is validated against the FDA approved 
Vivometrics algorithm.  Data in phase three will be both 
post-processed by Vivometrics and processed in real-time 
by the research team.  This ensures that the real-time 
processing algorithms are accurate and reliable.  Ideally, 
the results should be identical; however, errors may be 
introduced when the data is multiplexed, transmitted, or 
received.  Other areas tested in the phase are the comfort 
and convenience of the system design.  Feedback will be 
taken from the test subjects and improvements will be 
incorporated.       
 
Phase 4 culminates with the ability to monitor a team 
using the validated real-time processing algorithms and a 
GUI that displays the data to the team coordinator.  Tests 
will be conducted using groups of fire fighters, military 
members, and others during training.  The goals of this 
final phase are determining how well the GUI works, if it 
is easily used by the monitor at the central control station, 
and how well the integrated system works.   
 
SUMMARY 
 
This paper presents the motivation, user requirements, 
design, critical issues, and data collection phases for a 
real-time personal navigation and physiological 
monitoring system.  The system will use a physiological 
sensor package from Vivometrics called LifeShirt® and a 
SuperStar GPS receiver OEM module as the main 
sensors.  Using a FreeWave transceiver, data will be 
transmitted to the central control station were the team 
coordinator will view the data in real-time.  Timely 
decisions can be made regarding the performance and 
safety of the team given the physiological and position 
information.        
   
DISCLAIMER 
 
The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors 
and do not reflect the official policy or position of the 
United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the 
U.S. Government.  
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